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Summary 
 

 

Across the globe, hundreds of millions of people and even greater numbers of marine 

organisms depend on coral reef ecosystems. However, these ecosystems are increasingly 

harmed by human activities that are transforming the environment in a variety of ways. 

Corals are particularly vulnerable to these changes, with many reefs having lost over half of 

their coral cover in the last three decades. These trends threaten people’s livelihoods and 

even the continued existence of many species.  

 

Implementing effective conservation action with limited resources requires prioritisation. 

Prioritisation, however, depends on knowledge of how organisms will respond to the various 

pressure placed on them and which of those are most destructive. Experiments offer one 

avenue to pursue such understanding, but developing an experimental understanding of 

coral ecology is hindered by the richness of corals, their phenotypic plasticity, their diversity 

of traits and the numerous ways that the environment is being modified. Moreover, certain 

factors may have influences that are only detectable at very large spatio-temporal scales, 

and which are essentially impossible to manipulate experimentally. Biogeography constitutes 

an alternative method to understanding the factors that are most limiting to corals. 

Biogeographers take a broad-scale approach to understanding biodiversity, exploring 

patterns in the distribution of life and the structure of assemblages and relating them to 

putative drivers. Identifying what generates these present-day patterns provides an 

indication of the factors most relevant to the ecology of the organisms and may improve 

predictions of the impacts and responses of organisms and ecosystems to future climate 

change.  

 

The work presented in this thesis applies such a biogeographic approach to reef-building 

corals. In Chapter 3, I attempt to identify the key factors generating differences in species 

composition (i.e., beta diversity) of coral assemblages across oceans basins and spatial 

scales. To achieve this objective I assess the influence and relative importance of a number 

of variables, including environmental conditions, dispersal limitations and geographic factors 

on global patterns of coral beta diversity. My results demonstrate that Indo-Pacific and 

Atlantic corals respond to similar factors, especially dispersal limitation, sea surface 

temperature and nutrient concentrations. Previous large-scale analyses of coral diversity 
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have typically failed to identify a strong influence of dispersal limitation, but the integration of 

realistic estimates of coral connectivity into this analysis reveals that it is a key determinant 

of coral distributions and beta diversity. The influence of environmental factors are 

particularly apparent at small spatial scales, whereas the size of reef areas emerges as an 

important factor at large spatial scales.  

 

Chapter 4 builds on the conclusions from the third chapter and explores the influence of 

dispersal limitation on coral assemblages in more detail. The life-history traits of organisms 

dictate how they interact with their environment and in this chapter I investigate how different 

modes of reproduction (i.e., spawning of gametes and brooding larvae), with different long-

range dispersal abilities, may affect the biogeography of corals. I begin by investigating the 

consequences of different reproductive modes on the range sizes of corals using 

permutation tests. I then determine how the structure of coral assemblages change across 

distance depending on the mode of reproduction. My results do not show that species’ range 

sizes differ significantly between reproductive groups, despite a tendency for spawning 

corals to have larger ranges. However, the spatial structure of assemblages does differ 

significantly between reproductive groups. Assemblages of corals that brood larvae are more 

dissimilar across space than assemblages of broadcast spawning corals, which display 

greater spatial overlap. These results suggest that differences in dispersal ability resulting 

from distinct reproductive strategies influences large-scale biogeographic patterns. 

 

This thesis demonstrated that dispersal limitation is an important challenge for corals, 

suggesting that there may be a delay, or even a failure, to track suitable environmental 

conditions under climate change. This problem may not be of equal importance to all coral 

species, since species with spawning reproduction appear to be less dispersal limited. 

Managers may therefore need to focus extra attention on brooding corals. In addition, the 

primary environmental factors that influence coral distributions (i.e., temperature and nutrient 

concentrations) are strongly impacted by human activities and worsening conditions are 

virtually guaranteed. The importance of coral reef area at very broad scales emphasises the 

necessity of coordinated and decisive action to limit the multiple stresses being placed on 

coral reef ecosystems to halt the degeneration and destruction of these precious places.  

 

I hope that this thesis will be inspiring to other researchers and prove useful in tackling one 

the most pressing matters of our time, namely the preservation of coral reefs. 
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Dansk resumé  
 

Menneskeskabt aktivitet påvirker miljøet og livet på jorden på mange forskellige måder, 

specielt koraller er sårbare over for disse forandringer. Det er særligt bekymrende, da 

mange organismer er afhængige af sunde koralrev og dertilhørende økosystemer. 

Derudover er hundrede af millioner af mennesker direkte afhængige af et sundt og produktivt 

koralrev. At implementere effektiv bevarelse og beskyttelse af korallerne kræver en 

prioritering af ressourcer. Denne prioritering afhænger af den viden der er om organismerne 

og hvordan de reagerer på de forskellige påvirkninger.  

 

Eksperimenter kan give sådan en forståelse af korallers økologi, men dette bliver udfordret 

af den store diversitet der er inden for koraller, såsom deres høje fænotypiske plasticitet og 

deres evne til at interagere med fotosyntetiserende alger. Den store diversitet giver en 

forskel imellem korallerne, endvidere bliver de også påvirket forskelligt afhængig af 

miljøforhold. Derudover, er der visse faktorer der kan have indflydelse som kun er synlige på 

en stor skala, dette er umuligt at gengive eksperimentelt. Biogeografi giver en anden 

alternativ metode til forståelse af, hvilke faktorer der er mest begrænsende for koraller. 

Biogeografi bruger en bred tilgang til at forstå diversiteten. Dette giver mulighed for at 

undersøge mønstre i udbredelse af livet, samt strukturer og formodede underliggende 

årsager i plante og dyresamfund. At identificere hvad der genererer disse nutidige mønstre, 

kan hjælpe med at lokalisere de mest relevante faktorer for organismerne og deres økologi. 

Dette kan hjælpe med at forudsige korallers fremtidig respons på klimaforandring. 

 

Denne afhandling gør brug af den biogeografiske metode, for at få en bedre forståelse af 

revformende koraller. I det tredje kapitel forsøger jeg, at svare på følgende spørgsmål: 

”Hvad er de grundlæggende nøglefaktorer der genererer koral beta diversitet?”. Her 

sammenligner jeg påvirkningen af en række forskellige faktorer, de miljømæssige faktorer, 

udbredelse og geografiske faktorer og hvordan det påvirker globale mønstre af koral beta 

diversitet. Jeg udfører denne analyse over en bred række af faktorer for at sikre en 

omfattende forståelse. Indo-Stillehavs og Atlantiske koraller reagerer ens på de samme 

faktorer, især udbredelses begrænsning, havoverflade temperaturer og 

næringskoncentrationer. Påvirkning af miljøfaktorer er tilsyneladende mest tydelig ved lille 

skala, hvor det ved stor skala ser ud til at tilgængelig rev areal er af større betydning. 

Undersøgelser på stor skala har ofte ikke kunnet identificere en påvirkning af begrænset 
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spredning hos koraller. Men ved at integrere resultatet af en realistisk model af koral 

sammenhæng i denne analyse, afsløres det som en af nøglefaktorerne for at bestemme 

koral udbredelse og beta diversitet.  

 

Det fjerde kapitel bygger på konklusionerne fra det første kapitel. Her undersøges det mere 

dybdegående hvad betydningen af begrænset spredning har for sammensætningen af 

koraller. Organismernes egenskaber såsom livshistorie afgør hvordan de interagerer med 

deres miljø. I dette kapitel undersøger jeg konsekvenserne af de forskellige reproduktions 

metoder og hvordan det påvirker korallers biogeografi. Jeg begynder med at undersøge 

hvordan forskellige reproduktions strategier har konsekvens for udbredelsen for koraller. 

Dette gør jeg ved at lave en permutation test. Jeg undersøger da hvordan 

sammensætningen af koraller varierer på tværs af afstand, afhængig af deres reproduktions 

strategi. Arternes udbredelsesområde ændres ikke signifikant mellem reproduktions 

strategier. Men strukturen af koral sammensætningen ændres efter deres reproduktions 

sammensætning. Sammensætningen af koraller der avler larver er mere forskellig i forhold til 

de koraller der reproducerer sig via gydning med æg og sæd frit i vandet. Sidstnævnte 

udviser dog større variation i artssammensætning grundet større udbredelsesevne.  

 

Denne afhandling demonstrerer at begrænset udbredelsesevne er en betydelig udfordring 

for koral økologi, dette indikerer at der muligvis er forsinkelser eller endda fejlagtig sporing af 

optimale klimaforhold for koraller. Dette problem er dog ikke af lige stor betydning for alle 

koralarter. Da arter med gydning reproduktion tilsyneladende er mindre påvirket af 

udbredelses begrænsning. Derfor er det nødvendigt at være ekstra opmærksom på koraller 

der ikke gyder frit i vandet men har larver internt, når det kommer til bevarings og 

beskyttelses arbejde. De primære miljøfaktorer der påvirker udbredelsen af koraller er 

faktorer som havoverflade temperaturer og næringskoncentrationer. Disse to faktorer er 

højst påvirkelige af menneskelig aktivitet og vil i fremtiden blive yderligere påvirket i negativ 

retning. Vigtigheden af revhabitater til koraller bliver tydelig på stor skala, dette understreger 

behovet for kordineret og afgørende handling, for at begrænse stress på koral økosystemer 

og hindre nedbrydelse og ødelæggelse af disse dyrebare steder.  

 

Jeg håber at denne afhandling vil inspirere andre forskere. Mest af alt håber jeg, at disse 

resultater kan være brugbare til at tackle en af de mest presserende udfordringer i vores tid, 

særligt bevaringen af koralrev.  
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1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Biogeography 

The spatial distribution of life 
It has long been apparent that life on Earth is unevenly distributed. Early naturalists 

documenting these large-scale patterns marvelled at the diversity of life in the tropics and 

discovered that there is order in the way the distribution of life varies (von Humboldt 1949, 

Dawin 1859, Wallace 1869). Species richness varies systematically along latitudinal 

(Hillebrand 2004), altitudinal (Shmida and Wilson 1985), and depth (Rex 1973) gradients, 

amongst others. These acts, of documenting large-scale spatial patterns of biodiversity and 

attempting to understand them, constitute the science of Biogeography (Lomolino et al. 

2006).  

 

The existence of consistent patterns in the distribution of life imply the presence of causal 

processes and have inspired the development of a multitude of hypothesise to explain them 

(Willig et al. 2003). Endeavours to identify processes underpinning biogeographic patterns 

led to numerous breakthroughs. For instance, from studies on the distributions of fossils 

came conclusions that the Earth’s climate was not constant, that species could go extinct, 

and eventually the theory of continental drift (Lomolino et al. 2006). Perhaps more notably, 

both Darwin and Wallace’s ideas on evolution were stimulated by observations about the 

distribution of species: Darwin by observations of morphological variation of finches and 

tortoises across the Galapagos archipelago (Darwin 1859); Wallace by his studies on the 

Malay Peninsula (Wallace 1869). Biogeography has therefore been foundational to 

breakthroughs that have revolutionised our understanding of the world. 

 

Biogeography is as important as ever as we move forward into the Anthropocene, since it 

can provide significant insight into the potential consequences of human-driven 
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environmental change on the natural world. This knowledge can guide effective conservation 

interventions and may help to change human behaviour at a societal level. One example of 

an important insight from biogeography is the species-area relationship – larger areas 

support more species than smaller areas (Rosenweig 1995). This lesson from biogeography 

is highly topical today as human activities fragment species ranges and divide population 

into smaller, more isolated groups. As the processes that generate and maintain them many 

key biogeographical patterns are still unresolved, it is likely that the continued endeavours of 

biogeographers will yield further insights. A recent survey of ecologists to identify 100 

fundamental knowledge-gaps highlighted several biogeographical themes, including 

influences on diversity at different scales, the relative importance of deterministic versus 

stochastic processes in controlling diversity, and the role of dispersal limitation (Sutherland 

et al. 2013). This knowledge is particularly lacking in the marine realm, which has typically 

trailed behind the terrestrial realm due to the practical difficulties in obtaining necessary data. 

 

When placed into a geographical context, all aspects of biodiversity, commonly defined as 
“the variability among living organisms from all sources including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine 
and other aquatic systems and the ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes 

diversity within species between species and of ecosystems” (Heywood and Watson, 1995) 

are the subject matter of biogeography. Modern biogeography confronts patterns in the 

distribution of genes (Miraldo et al. 2016), traits (Beukhof et al. 2019, McWilliam et al. 2018) 

and evolutionary lineages (Marske et al. 2011). This breadth is important, because it 

recognises diversity at multiple levels of organisation. However, these multiple facets of 

diversity are rarely studied in tandem due to logistical constraints. The most thoroughly 

researched aspect of biodiversity by far, perhaps due to its relative ease of study, is species 

richness (Chase and Knight 2013). Whilst we have learnt a lot from this work, it is imperative 

that biogeography moves towards quantifying and understanding more complex patterns 

that can help us to disentangle underlying processes.  

 

One of the biggest limitations of focusing on species richness is that it is often correlated 

with multiple hypothesised drivers, making it difficult to draw conclusions about their roles in 

shaping the observed patterns (Gotelli et al. 2009). Moreover, species richness cannot 

differentiate between regions that have the same number of species yet very different 

species composition, which could be indicative of different structuring mechanisms. These 

limitations mean that the knowledge that can be gained from species richness has reached a 

plateau. To test and develop biogeographical theory further, biogeographers are increasingly 
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adopting alternative approaches in their attempts to understand how ecological processes 

generate biodiversity patterns. One approach that can yield more nuanced information and 

therefore has greater potential to reveal underlying mechanisms is the study of beta diversity 

(Anderson et al 2011). I therefore focus on beta diversity patterns throughout this thesis. 

 

Moving forwards with beta diversity 

Beta-diversity is a useful measure that can provide key insights to inform conservation 

strategies (Socolar et al 2016), for example by identifying otherwise hidden biodiversity loss 

occurring through biotic homogenization (Keith et al 2009). Beta diversity was originally 

formulated as “the extent of change of community composition, or degree of community 

differentiation, in relation to a complex gradient of environment, or a pattern of environment” 

(Whittaker 1960). The original definition, however, was furnished with several examples that 

differ conceptually from each other (Anderson et al. 2011). Subsequently, a proliferation of 

redefinitions, modifications and various indices followed, that measure diverse phenomena 

(reviewed in Tuomisto 2010) and offer different conclusions from the same data (Koleff et al. 

2003). Despite confusion and inconsistency around the concept and formulation of beta 

diversity, it has proven popular among ecologists. Two key reasons for beta diversity’s 

popularity are 1) that the amount of differentiation between assemblages determines how 

diversity scales from local to regional scales (Whittaker 1960), and 2) changes in 

assemblage structure along gradients provide an excellent means to infer processes 

shaping the distribution of biodiversity (Keith et al. 2011). Throughout this thesis, centred on 

the large-scale biogeography of corals, I define beta diversity as the dissimilarity in the 

presence of species between pairs of plots (i.e., geographical locations). Although there is 

still some debate about the correct use of the term beta diversity (see Tuomisto 2010), this 

approach is particularly suitable for relating assemblage dissimilarities to physical distances 

or environmental dissimilarity (Vellend 2001). Due to the importance of clearly defining my 

use of the concept throughout the thesis, I explain further below.  

 

More specifically, I adopt Sørensen’s distance as the measure of beta diversity since it has 

an intuitive formulation (Sørensen 1948). I calculate this distance as 1 – Sørensen similarity, 

where Sørensen similarity is the number of species mutually present in two assemblages, 

divided by the average number of species present (Vellend 2001). The formula for 

calculating Sørensen’s distance is given by: 1 − 2𝑎𝑎 (2𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏 + 𝑐𝑐)⁄  (Legendre and Legendre 

2012, Figure 1). 
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Sørensen’s distance is measured on a scale of zero to one, where a score of zero 

represents assemblages of identical composition and one indicates that assemblages have 

no species in common. Baselga (2010) introduced a framework which treats beta diversity 

as the sum of two distinct components, termed turnover and nestedness (See Figure 2). 

Turnover in the Baselga framework is represented by Simpson’s distance (Simpson, 1943), 

which is similar to the Sørensen distance. Like the beta diversity turnover is also calculated 

from a similarity index and bounded by zero and one. The only difference is that the number 

of mutually present species is divided by the number of species present in the least speciose 

assemblage. The result of this small difference in formulation is that Sørensen distance (beta 

diversity) is sensitive to differences in species richness between sites or assemblages 

whereas Simpson dissimilarity (turnover) is not and instead reflects strict species 

replacement. The second component of the Baselga framework is nestedness, which is the 

concept of one assemblage being a subset of the other. According to Baselga (2010), 

nestedness can be calculated as the difference between overall beta diversity and turnover, 

or Sørensen distance minus Simpson distance.  

 

The decomposition of beta diversity into turnover and nestedness components is an 

appealing concept to ecologists as the two indices identify different ways in which 

assemblages can differ across space or time. Species replacement (turnover) and ordered 

species loss/gain (nestedness) likely result from different processes, hence decomposing 

beta diversity in this way improves our ability to infer causal processes structuring species 

assemblages (Baselga 2010).  

 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of two species assemblages, A1 and A2. Colours indicate terms in the 
equation for Sørensen’s distance: blue boxes indicate shared species, a; red boxes are species only 
present in assemblage A1 and represent b; orange boxes are species only present in assemblage A2 
and represent c. 

 

               A1 

                 A2 
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Similar to the general concept of beta diversity, the meaning of these decomposed elements 

is also subject to potential confusion due to the use of differing terminology. For instance, 

other authors have preferred to use the terms broad sense turnover to describe pairwise 

dissimilarities that capture total compositional change (i.e. Jaccard or Sørensen), and narrow 

sense turnover to describe strict species replacement (i.e. Simpson distance) (e.g. Magurran 

et al. 2019). Given the varying uses of the terms beta diversity and turnover there is a clear 

potential for misunderstanding to arise. To avoid confusion, I adopt the Baselga (2010) 

framework and use his terminology throughout this thesis. 

 

1.2 Corals and coral reefs 

The importance of coral reefs 

Coral reefs are one of Earth’s iconic ecosystems. They are a source of wonder to people 

around the world, known for their beauty and the stunning abundance and diversity of life 

they support. Despite covering a minute fraction of the ocean surface area (between 0.1% 

(Spalding and Grenfell 1997) and 0.25% (Costanza et al. 1997)) it is estimated that at least 

                 A4 

               A1 

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of turnover and nestedness components of beta diversity. Hypothetical 
assemblages all display beta diversity. Assemblages A1 and A2 have equal species richness and are 
therefore not nested. However both assemblages contain species not present in the other, indicating 
turnover. A3 contains no unique species and has few species than A1 and A2, resulting in nestedness. 
A4 displays both nestedness and turnover. It contains 2 unique species but is of lower species richness 
than A1-3 whilst sharing 1 species with them. 

      

 

                 A2 

                 A3 
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one third of all marine species inhabit coral reefs during at least one life stage (Reaka-Kudla 

1997, Fisher et al. 2015). In addition to being extremely diverse, coral reefs turn otherwise 

low-productivity waters into highly productive ecosystems (Sheppard et al. 2017). This 

enhanced productivity means coral reefs play a critical role in the lives of many local 

communities by providing protein-rich food and essential micronutrients (Hicks et al, 2019). 

More generally, coral reefs also support livelihoods, as well as providing protection against 

waves and coastal erosion (Wilkinson 2000). Furthermore, coral reefs form an important part 

of the cultural and spiritual heritage of many coastal populations (Wilkinson 2000). 

 

Coral reefs are limited to warm, sunlit waters of the tropics and subtropics. Their 

development is a complicated process involving the activity of numerous different organisms 

(Sheppard et al. 2017), but the most important reef builders are the hard corals known as the 

Scleractinians. Corals are ecosystem engineers (Jones et al. 1994) whose growth 

transforms their environment and creates a complex living space and provide food resources 

for a myriad of other reef organisms including fish and invertebrates. After the death of a 

coral, its calciferous skeleton is partially or completely eroded by physical and biological 

processes. Some of the material produced may be consolidated into the substratum, before 

creating suitable substratum for the settlement and growth of future generations of corals. 

When consolidation exceeds erosion, this cycle leads to the gradual accumulation of a reef 

from the remnants of coral skeletons. Because corals grow radially from their attachment on 

the sea-floor, reefs develop upwards towards the sea surface, altering the structural, 

chemical and physical properties of the area. 

 

Corals 

Over 1,600 species of Scleractinian corals are known to science (Hoeksema and Cairns 

2020). Historically, corals have been classified as hermatypic, meaning reef-forming, or 

ahermatypic corals; a separation largely dependent on the presence of symbiotic 

photosynthetic algae (zooxanthellae) within the coral. Reef and non-reef building corals differ 

substantially in their ecology. Of the known species, 837 species are reef-building corals 

(Huang 2012), and, due to their essential role for the wider ecosystem, I focus exclusively on 

reef-building corals in this thesis. Hereafter, the term “coral” refers specifically to reef-forming 

corals. 
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In addition to their beauty and their fundamental position in the coral reef ecosystem, corals 

have a number of fascinating characteristics. For instance, many corals are clonal and 

modular, meaning that they are composed of repeating units, termed “polyps”, which are 

genetically identical. The morphology of polyps reflects the membership of corals to the 

Cnidaria, a phylum of animals displaying radial symmetry and possessing cnidocytes – 

specialised stinging cells that deliver toxins into prey and potential predators (Tardent 1995). 

Coral polyps feature a mouth surrounded by tentacles upon which the stinging cnidocytes 

are located. The mouth leads to a central body cavity, within which zooplankton prey 

captured by the armed tentacles are digested. Each polyp is encapsulated and protected by 

a calcium carbonate “cup”, or corallite, within which it can retract to avoid predation.  

 

One of the most distinctive and ecologically important characteristic of corals is the symbiotic 

relationship with photosynthetic algae called zooxanthellae within coral tissues. This 

relationship is the key to enabling productive coral reefs to establish and thrive in otherwise 

unproductive waters. Zooxanthellae are protected within the coral and receive carbon and 

nitrogen which they use to produce amino acids, carbohydrates and fatty acids during 

photosynthesis. Corals also benefit because a large proportion of these products are 

released to the coral polyps (Muscatine et al. 1981), enhancing the growth of the colony 

(Davies 1984). The ability to obtain nutrients via photosynthetic symbionts or through 

predation is supplemented by a capability for the direct uptake of dissolved nutrients 

(Houlbreque and Ferrier-Pages 2009). Together, these abilities permit coral species to adopt 

a range of different strategies to obtain the energy and nutrients they need to survive, grow 

and reproduce (Muscatine and Porter 1977). As they grow, the basal tissues secrete 

additional calcium carbonate, causing polyps to grow upwards from the base of the colony. 

The growing polyps divide via asexual reproduction in a process known as “budding” that 

adds additional units to the colony and causes the colony to increase in size. The location of 

budding and degree of separation between polyps influence the overall shape of the coral 

that develops, leading to a multitude of different growth forms. It is extraordinary that simple 

variations in budding are able to generate the astonishing array of forms that corals exhibit 

(Sheppard et al. 2017). 
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Figure 3. Coral colony morphologies can exhibit a variety of growth forms that results to a large 
degree in the location of polyp budding and the degree of separation that develops between polyps. 
Above: A massive colony (note the even small corals are termed massive if they display this solid, 
mound-shaped morphology). Below left: A foliacious coral. Below right: Branching corals can develop 
dense thickets. Overleaf: A large tabular coral. 
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Coral distributions 

Whilst the symbiotic relationship with zooxanthellae is critical to the ecological success of 

reef corals, it simultaneously restricts corals to the limited amount of sea-floor that receives 

sunlight. Combined with their narrow temperature niche (generally 20C – 29C), and salinity 

niche (33 – 36 ppt), this requirement is one of the main reasons why coral reefs cover such a 

small proportion of the global oceans (Sheppard et al. 2017). Shallow water habitat occurs 

on continental shelves and around oceanic islands and sea mounts in limited amounts. As a 

result, patches of potential coral habitat can be separated by hundreds or thousands of 

kilometres, placing a pressure on corals to disperse vast distances. Sexual reproduction is 

the primary mechanism through which corals traverse these vast distances. Although there 

are different reproductive strategies in corals, all sexual reproduction involves a pelagic 

planula larval stage. Whilst coral larvae are poor swimmers (Hata et al. 2017), in optimal 

conditions they can live for several months (Graham et al. 2008). Even in the absence of 

effective swimming, long residence times in the water column, known as pelagic larval 

duration, and the activity of tides and ocean currents allow coral larvae to travel long 

distances (Harrison et al. 1984; Wood et al. 2014).  
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In spite of the great distances that can separate coral reefs, many species have very large 

geographic ranges (Hughes et al. 2002) suggesting that long-distance dispersal events 

occur sufficiently often to be ecologically important. Nonetheless, despite the dispersal and 

colonisation capabilities of corals, the dramatic differences that exist in the composition of 

regional species pools strongly suggest that it is not a fully open system i.e., not everything 

can get everywhere (Keith et al, 2013). Illustrating this, the centre of coral reef diversity in 

the Indo-Pacific, the “coral triangle”, is home to 605 species (Veron 2009), whereas the 

Caribbean, home to the most diverse reefs in the Atlantic Ocean, supports around 60 

species, an order of magnitude fewer (Karlson and Cornell 1998). Further regional 

differences occur within ocean basins. For instance, in the Indo-Pacific, species richness 

declines both longitudinally and latitudinally away from the centre of diversity (see figure 4), 

whilst coral reefs in Hawai’i and in the Red Sea exhibit unusually high endemism (Hughes et 

al. 2002).  

 

The global distributions of corals have changed over time. Scleractinia first emerged in the 

Triassic era, more than 200 million years ago (Stanley 2003) during which time the centre of 

diversity has shifted. In the last 50 million years, the centre of diversity has moved east from 

a West Tethyan hotspot, roughly encompassing the modern day Mediterranean and Persian 

Gulf, to its present location encompassing central and eastern Indonesia, the Philippines and 

Papua New Guinea (Renema et al. 2008, Veron et al. 2009). However, despite persisting 

through more than 200 million years, corals are increasingly harmed by human activities to 

the extent that over one third of coral species are now considered threatened (Carpenter et 

al. 2008).  

 
Figure 4. Map of coral reef locations and species richness (IUCN 2016). Warm colours indicate high 
species richness while cool colours indicate low species richness. 
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1.3 The Anthropocene 

A new epoch  
Agriculture, construction, resource extraction, and the deliberate targeting of species, 

compounded by increased spreading of pathogens and alien species, have resulted in the 

loss, fragmentation and modification of natural ecosystems (See Barnosky et al. 2011). 

Humans extract between 20 – 40% of the solar energy that is captured in organic material by 

land plants (Vitousek et al. 1986) and industrialisation has led to enormous emissions of 

greenhouse gasses and the modification of nutrient cycles. The consequence of all these 

changes is that today’s ecosystems are transformed to such an extent that they represent 

novel ecosystems (Hobbs et al. 2006). Rockstrom et al. (2009) identified nine planetary 

boundaries that mark the limits of the “safe operating space” for humanity. They concluded 

that humanity has exceeded three of these boundaries; atmospheric CO2 concentration, 

changes to the global nitrogen cycle and rate of biodiversity loss. The consequence of our 

actions (and collective inaction) is that we are now in the midst of two simultaneous crises, a 

climate crisis and a biodiversity crisis.  

 

The effects on planet Earth of climate change and other human-driven distortions is so great 

that geologists have identified a new geological epoch called the Anthropocene (Lewis and 

Maslin 2015). That humankind has generated its own epoch bears testimony to the breadth 

and scale of our impact. 

 

Climate change 

The burning fossil fuels and other anthropogenic emissions, have caused a dramatic 

increase in the concentration of atmospheric CO2 relative to pre-industrialisation levels. As a 

result, concentrations have risen from 277 ppm prior to industrialisation to 407 ppm (Joos 

and Spahni 2008, Dlugokencky and Tans 2018). Such high CO2 concentrations have not 

been seen for several million years (Bala 2013), and the result is an increase in the global 

mean surface temperature of 0.87oC since the pre-industrial period (IPCC 2018). Oceans 

have absorbed a significant proportion of the released CO2 (IPCC 2019), mitigating some of 

the warming effect of carbon emissions, but causing the oceans to become more acidic.  In 

addition to increases in global mean ocean temperatures and acidity, climate change has 

also caused sea level rise, increased frequency and duration of heatwaves, increased 
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frequency of extreme weather events such as drought and heavy rain, and changes to 

ocean circulation (IPCC 2019). 

 

Such profound changes to the abiotic environment inevitably impact marine life with 

widespread distributional shifts occurring in diverse groups of organisms (Hoegh-Guldberg 

and Bruno 2010, Poloczanska et al. 2013) and alterations in food webs and ecosystem 

functioning (Lotze et al. 2019, Pecl 2017). Even under the most optimistic forecasts the 

ocean is predicted to warm further by 2100, exacerbating the changes observed to date and 

further stressing organisms and ecosystems, particularly coral reefs (IPCC 2018, IPCC 

2019). 

 

The global biodiversity crisis 

Most of the earth’s surface is impacted by human activities (Sanderson et al. 2002, Halpern 

et al. 2008). Even the small fragment of wild areas that remain are not entirely free from 

human influence since the consequences of anthropogenic climate change act diffusely 

(Jones et al. 2018). Thus, humans have impacted every part of the surface of the earth and 

even the deepest parts of the ocean floor reveal the influence of human activity (Chiba et al. 

2018). For many organisms, human pressures reduce population size, alter geographic 

distributions, increase risk of extinction (Brown and Maurer 1989; Walther et al. 2005) and 

change behaviour (Tucker et al 2018; Keith et al 2018). Causes can be direct, through the 

targeted or accidental killing of individuals and the destruction of habitat (Lewis and Maslin 

2015), or indirect, such as increased rarity of resources (Wilcove 1987) or interference with 

growth or reproductive output.  Smaller populations have less adaptive potential and are 

more vulnerable to extinction (Willi et al. 2006).  

 

Alarm over the declining state of biodiversity saw the adoption of the United Nations 

Convention on Biological Diversity in 2002, where world leaders made commitments to slow 

the rate of biodiversity loss (UNEP 2002). Despite indications of increasing responses to the 

challenge faced, ecological trends between 2002 and 2010 revealed increased pressures 

and subsequent losses of biodiversity (Butchart et al. 2010). Of greatest worry is that current 

extinction rates exceed the background rate by orders of magnitude suggesting that the 

Earth is may be entering into a sixth mass extinction event (Barnosky 2011). 
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1.4 Corals in the Anthropocene 

Vulnerability to anthropogenic change 

The vulnerability of a given species to anthropogenic change is dependent not only on its 

sensitivity to the particular stresses being placed upon it, but also on the degree of exposure 

to stressors, often linked to the overlap between its habitat and human activities (Cinner et 

al. 2018 ). Whilst some species may actually benefit from global change, others will be 

negatively affected (McKinney and Lockwood, 1999). Although there is disagreement as to 

the balance of “winners and losers” and the overall pattern of abundance change (McKinney 

and Lockwood 1999, Dornelas et al., 2019), reef corals appear to be both particularly 

sensitive to anthropogenic change and highly exposed to human influences (Cinner et al. 

2018).  

 

Climate impacts 

Increased ocean temperatures and marine heatwaves are the stressors of corals that elicit 

the most visible and well-documented consequences. These factors combine to create 

physiologically stressful conditions for the coral that destabilise its symbiosis with 

zooxanthellate algae. Exposure to elevated temperature over sufficiently long time periods 

causes coral bleaching, where corals eject their zooxanthellate symbionts. This process is 

damaging and sustained bleaching often results in reduced growth and substantial mortality 

(Hughes et al. 2017b). In mass bleaching events, bleaching affects many corals over a large 

spatial extent. Repeated mass bleaching events affecting regions greater than 1,000 km in 

extent was unknown prior to the 1980s, but since 1998 three global scale bleaching events 

have occurred (Hughes et al 2017b). Smaller scale bleaching events also occur and 

compound global bleaching events, impacting reefs before they have had time to recover. 

The fastest growing coral species may require 10 to 15 years to recover, whilst corals with 

slower life-histories need multiple decades (Hughes et al. 2018a). Recent estimates suggest 

that as of 2018, reefs are typically affected by bleaching every six years, preventing full 

recovery and resulting in degraded reefs with transformed assemblages (Hughes et al. 

2018b) and reduced structural complexity (Robinson et al. 2019). Structural complexity is 

critically important to coral reef ecosystems. It is strongly related to fish density and biomass 

as well as being linked to the proper functioning of multiple ecosystem services (Graham 

and Nash 2013). Recent work has found that structural complexity even facilitates the 

settlement of coral larvae (Hata et al. 2017), which may explain why reefs with greater 
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structural complexity tend to show better recovery following major bleaching (Graham et al. 

2015). Structural losses as a result of bleaching can therefore have devastating impacts on 

the entire ecosystem and dependent communities.  

 

“Death by a thousand cuts” 

In addition to their sensitivity to climate change, corals’ requirement for shallow water means 

that they typically overlap with human settlements and therefore a range of more local 

stressors. For instance, pollution, destructive fishing practices and over-harvesting damage 

coral reef ecosystems (McManus et al. 1997, Bellwood et al., 2004), intensifying the effects 

of ocean warming and acidification. Nitrogen loading of the coastal zone has increased by 

about 80% worldwide (MEA 2005), promoting the growth of macroalgae that compete with 

corals for space and produce allelopathic chemicals that harm coral growth (Rasher et al. 

2011). Corals are adapted to low nutrient environments and typically outcompete 

macroalgae when nutrient concentrations are low, but eutrophication tips the balance in 

favour of algae (Fabricius et al. 2005). Nutrient loading is also believed to promote the 

abundance of Crown-of-thorns starfish (COTS; Birkeland 1982), which prey on corals and 

have been responsible for large reductions in coral cover on the Great Barrier Reef (De’ath 

et al. 2012). Nutrient loading also acts together with overfishing to destabilise coral reef 

ecosystems because the depletion of COTS predators (Sweatman 2008) and herbivorous 

fishes removes top-down control on macroalgal and COTS abundances. Finally, the 

introduction of invasive species alters the composition of reef communities, illustrated by the 

decline in prey species of the Indo-Pacific lionfish following its introduction into the Western 

Atlantic (Green et al. 2012). The consequences of these multiple stressors are described as 

“death by a thousand cuts” (Hughes et al. 2017a). This is demonstrated by the long term 

decline of the Great Barrier Reef, where coral cover is estimated to have declined by 50% 

between 1985 and 2012 (De’ath et al. 2012). The combined effect of these various human 

pressures can result in large-scale alteration of the structure and functioning of these 

ecosystems, termed phase-shifts, where the system becomes stably dominated by 

macroalgae (Hughes 1994, Graham et al. 2015). 

 

In recognition of the dire climate change situation that the world is facing, world leaders at 

the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris agreed upon an ambitious 

target of limiting climate change to “well below 2oC[…] and to pursue efforts to limit the 
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temperature increase to 1.5oC” (UNFCCC 2015). Unfortunately, backtracking on 

commitments and delayed implementation mean that we are someway off reaching this 

target. Even if the terms of the Paris Agreement are met and global warming is limited to 

1.5oC, there is a very high probability that tropical corals will suffer from severe, and to a 

significant degree irreversible, impacts, with significant local extinctions and loss of area 

(IPCC 2019). Under the most optimistic projection, the forecasted warming of coral reef 

provinces between 2010 and 2100 will be roughly equivalent to the warming of the previous 

century (Hughes et al. 2017a). Should emission reductions be less aggressive, the 

consequences will be much worse than the bleak outlook just described. 

 

Understanding coral futures in the Anthropocene 

One of the primary challenges in understanding, and reliably predicting, the consequences 

of anthropogenic change on ecosystems lies in the fact that multiple aspects of the 

environment are changing simultaneously. Particularly relevant for corals are the expected 

increases in temperature and nutrient concentrations, although these increases are unlikely 

to be equally large or proceed at the same rate across all locations. Also highly relevant are 

projections of changes in ocean circulation and losses in reef area (IPCC 2019).  It is difficult 

to know which of these aspects will have the greatest impact on corals, or how their effects 

will interact (Harvey et al. 2013). Experiments offer one avenue to answer these questions 

but few manipulate more than a single factor (Korell et al. 2020). Additionally, experiments 

may struggle to capture the complexity of real-world systems and face the challenge that 

long-term changes are hard to replicate under laboratory or mesocosm settings (Connell 

1974). As an alternative, or as a complement to experiments, a biogeographic approach can 

provide valuable insights as to how biodiversity is generated, maintained and might respond 

to natural and human factors. The goal of such work is a set of generalisable ecological rules 

that apply across taxa or ecosystems (Lawton 1999). Biogeographical knowledge can then 

inform management and conservation actions (Whittaker et al 2005). 
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1.5 Aims of the thesis 

The overarching goal of this thesis is to contribute to our understanding of the key factors 

explaining the biogeography of corals. To pursue this, I explore spatial patterns of 

distributions and assemblages across the Indo-Pacific and Atlantic oceans, also 

investigating the effect of changing the spatial grain of analysis. I gather data on a number of 

environmental variables, the size of reef areas and estimates of dispersal limitation from 

connectivity and distance, and combine this data with information on coral traits and 

published maps of coral distributions. 

 

In Chapter 3, I attempt to determine the key factors influencing global coral beta diversity 

and how their relative influence is linked to the spatial grain of analysis. In this extensive 

investigation, I specifically address the following questions: 

1. What are the key factors determining global patterns of beta diversity in corals? 

2. Are the key factors and their relative importance similar across ocean basins?  

3. How does the spatial grain of analysis affect the relative importance and shape of the 

relationship between key factors and coral beta diversity? 

 

In Chapter 4, I examine the role of dispersal limitation in greater depth, exploring the 

influence of coral reproductive mode on coral range size and coral assemblage structure. I 

partition beta diversity into turnover and nestedness components and relate the decay of 

coral assemblages to spatial distances across the Indo-Pacific ocean basin. In order to shed 

light on whether a spawning life-history supports greater long-distance dispersal than a 

brooding strategy I ask: 

1. To what extent can the reproductive mode of corals predict their range size? 

2. Does beta diversity increase more rapidly with distance in brooding corals than 

spawning corals? 

3. Do assemblages of spawning corals exhibit reduced turnover and greater 

nestedness across distance than brooding corals? 
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2  

Synopsis 

 

Beta diversity measures variation in species’ identities between sites (Anderson et al. 2011). 

Investigating how beta diversity is generated and maintained can illuminate the underlying 

mechanisms that structure species assemblages. Ultimately, beta diversity provides a 

means to study a key question in community ecology, namely, why do species assemblages 

differ from one another (Vellend 2010). Through relating differences in assemblage 

composition to dissimilarities or distances of potential drivers, we are able to reveal the key 

factors structuring assemblages (Vellend 2001). Potential drivers of beta diversity include 

environmental conditions, dispersal limitation as well as characteristics of the organisms 

themselves, i.e. species traits. Biodiversity loss is accelerating in the Anthropocene due to 

habitat degradation and climate change (Butchart et al. 2010, Barnosky et al. 2011) and 

improved understanding of the mechanisms structuring species assemblages would provide 

valuable information about how species and ecosystems may respond. 

 

In this thesis, I study the beta diversity of corals, an important group of organisms (Wilkinson 

2000) severely threatened by Anthropogenic change (Carpenter 2008, IPCC 2019). To 

develop a robust understanding of the factors determining global patterns in coral beta 

diversity, I explore coral beta diversity across both the Indo-Pacific and Atlantic basins, and 

across multiple spatial scales. 

 

In Chapter 3, I attempt to elucidate the key factors associated with contemporary patterns of 

coral beta diversity and determine how their relative importance changes across ocean 

basins and spatial scales. Numerous factors have been hypothesised to drive coral 

biogeographic patterns, yet the key determinants and their relative importance are still 

debated. Uncertainty is particularly acute regarding the influence of dispersal limitation owing 

to the difficulty of measuring it. I tackle this problem by combining coral species distributions 

with data on a number of potential predictors, including environmental conditions, reef area 

and modelled estimates of coral connectivity. I extract occurrences for all Scleractinian 

species across both the Indo-Pacific and Atlantic Ocean basins from published range maps 
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(IUCN 2016). The environmental predictors include data of sea surface temperature (SST), 

together with nutrient concentrations and light penetration depth. Modelled estimates of 

global connectivity (Wood et al. 2014) are used to estimate dispersal limitation between 

sites, and are supplemented with distance-based estimates of dispersal limitation.  

 

To determine the key variables influencing coral beta diversity and their relative importance, 

I iteratively model Atlantic and Indo-Pacific coral beta diversity across a range of spatial 

scales using generalised dissimilarity modelling. I use a backward variable selection 

procedure across all scales to identify the key variables that predict coral beta diversity at 

each scale. I then combine this information to select a subset of variables that are the most 

import factors for coral beta diversity overall. Finally, the relative importance of the various 

factors and their response to changes in grain size is determined using variation partitioning 

and I-spline curves. 

 

I found that variables representing dispersal limitation, SST and nutrient concentrations were 

important factors predicting beta diversity in both Indo-Pacific and Atlantic coral 

assemblages. Critically, dispersal limitation was an important factor in both ocean basins, 

particularly in the Indo-Pacific where it was the most important factor. The size of reef area 

also emerged as an important factor at large grains of analysis. Grain size affected variation 

in both the response and predictor variables with the predictive utility factors responding 

differently to the changing scale. Environmental factors and reef area displayed opposing 

responses to changes in grain, with environmental factors being important at fine scales but 

declining in importance with increasing grain size. The importance of dispersal limitation was 

less affected by changes in the scale of analysis.  

 

These results have implications for the conservation of corals. All of the variables 

determining and maintaining coral beta diversity are likely to change in the Anthropocene 

(IPCC 2019). Concerted efforts to combat climate change, improve water quality and protect 

reef habitat over large areas are of paramount importance to protect coral reefs. The finding 

that dispersal limitation is a key determinant of coral beta diversity contrasts to previous 

findings from large-scale biogeographic analysis of marine biogeography (Keith et al. 2013, 

Luiz et al. 2013, Mora et al. 2012), and emphasises the importance of developing realistic 

models of dispersal. In particular, the finding underlines the need to conserve connected 

dispersal pathways to support corals ability to track suitable environmental conditions. 
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Chapter 4 builds on the findings of Chapter 3 by investigating the influence of a fundamental 

trait on the dispersal ability of corals. Many marine organisms that are unable to disperse as 

adults have a pelagic larval life stage with the potential to travel long distances (Cowen 

2000). Different strategies for producing such planula larvae have long been thought to 

influence the dispersal potential of marine taxa (e.g. Thorson 1950), with the release of 

gametes into the water column, termed broadcast spawning, likely to result in wider 

dispersal than a strategy where larvae are brooded internally until ready to settle. In Chapter 

4, I investigate whether the dispersal consequences of different reproductive modes of 

corals (i.e., brooding vs broadcast spawning) generate differences in their large-scale 

biogeography with respect to species range sizes and assemblage structure across 

distance. 

 

First, I investigate how different reproductive modes affect the range sizes of corals using 

permutation tests. To test the hypotheses that weaker dispersal ability in brooding corals 

results in smaller geographic ranges relative to spawning corals, I combine range maps 

(Hughes et al. 2013) with trait data on coral reproductive mode (Madin et al. 2016, 

McWilliam et al. 2018). For every species were trait data is available I calculate the range as 

the extent of occurrence (Gaston 1991). I then applied a permutation procedure to compare 

the observed differences in range size between the groups against a null distribution of 

possible differences in range size that assumes no difference between brooding and 

spawning corals. 

 

Second, to reveal the influence of reproductive mode on the structure of coral assemblages 

across space, I fit distance-decay models for brooding and spawning assemblages 

separately. I decompose beta diversity into turnover and nestedness components (Baselga 

2010) and model the distance-decay relationships of all three measures of assemblage 

dissimilarity. Turnover and nestedness result from different processes (Baselga 2010), and 

modelling these components separately provides more clarity of how reproductive strategy 

influences the processes structuring assemblages across space. To capture potential 

nonlinearities in the relationships between distance and dissimilarity, I repeat the fitting of 

decay curves with the addition of a quadratic distance term. 

 

Although there was a trend for larger range size in spawning corals relative to corals that 

brood larvae, the relationship is not significant. Nonetheless, distance-decay relationships for 
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beta diversity, turnover and nestedness differed significantly between groups. Beta diversity 

and turnover increased more rapidly in brooders than spawners, whereas nestedness was 

lower in brooders and tended to decline with distance. The addition of a quadratic distance 

term did not affect the rank order of brooder and spawner distance-decay relationships, and 

the shape of beta diversity and turnover decay curves remained broadly similar. However, 

the quadratic term revealed a parabolic relationship between nestedness and distance for 

both reproductive modes, potentially indicating problems in the formulation of nestedness. 

 

These results suggest that brooding and spawning strategies may result in differing long-

distance dispersal ability and biogeographic patterns in corals with important implications for 

their conservation and management under climate change. Overall, the thesis highlights 

important challenges in the conservation of corals, with consideration of dispersal 

differences between coral species an additional factor that needs to be accounted for in the 

establishment of marine protected areas. In Chapter 5, I elaborate on these findings, before 

proposing potentially fruitful research avenues in Chapter 6. 
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3 

Cross-scale determinants of global beta 
diversity in reef corals 

 

Neil Maginnis, Sally Keith, Michael Borregaard, Martin Lindegren 

 

Abstract 

Aim: The key determinants of coral assemblage structure and their relative importance are 

still debated, particularly the influence of dispersal limitation. Our aim was to elucidate the 

key factors associated with contemporary patterns of coral beta diversity and determine how 

their relative importance changes across ocean basins and spatial scales. 

Location: All known reef locations in the Indo-Pacific and Atlantic Ocean basins (34o S - 34o 

N), aggregated at spatial scales ranging from 1° - 10° resolution. 

Methods: We combined coral species distributions with data on a number of potential 

predictors, including environmental conditions, reef area and modelled estimates of coral 

connectivity. We then applied a Generalised Dissimilarity Modelling (GDM) framework to 

model coral beta diversity in response to the above-mentioned predictors across ocean 

basins and spatial scales. Backwards variable selection, variation partitioning and I-spline 

curves were used to assess the relative importance and shape of response curves. 

Results: Contemporary patterns of beta diversity of Indo-Pacific and Atlantic coral 

assemblages were primarily explained by variables related to dispersal limitation, sea 

surface temperature and nutrient concentrations. Reef area was also influential in the Indo-

Pacific, but not the Atlantic. Dispersal limitation displayed the strongest relationship with beta 

diversity in the Indo-Pacific, whilst Atlantic coral beta diversity responded more strongly to 

environmental variables. Environmental variables generally decreased in importance with 

larger grain size, whereas reef area increased in importance. Dispersal limitation was robust 

to spatial grain. 
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Main conclusions: Dispersal limitation acts as a constraint on corals and may prevent them 

from tracking suitable environmental conditions in the Anthropocene. Concerted efforts to 

combat climate change, improve water quality and halt the degradation and loss of coral 

reefs are critically important. 

 

3.1 Introduction  

Corals form the cornerstone of coral reefs, a staggeringly diverse ecosystem home to one 

third of all marine species (Fisher et al. 2015), but one that is highly threatened by human 

activities (IPBES 2019). Assemblages of corals and coral reef associated organisms exhibit 

pronounced geographical differences in species richness and composition, often with striking 

concordance amongst taxa (Tittensor et al. 2010, Paulay, 1990, Roberts et al. 2002, Palumbi 

1997, Keith et al 2013, Lindegren et al. 2018). For example, both corals and reef fish show a 

global maximum in diversity, expressed either in terms of taxonomic or functional (trait) 

richness, in the Indo-Australian Archipelago, with declines occurring both latitudinally and 

longitudinally away from this biodiversity hotspot (Veron, 1995, Stuart Smith et al. 2013, 

McWilliam et al. 2018). Because of these parallels across taxa, corals provide an excellent 

opportunity to explore one of the longest standing questions in ecology and conservation, 

namely understanding the factors determining the diversity and composition of communities 

(Sutherland et al. 2012).  

 

Large-scale biogeographic analyses have typically focused on species richness (Chase and 

Knight 2013). However, such an approach cannot effectively discriminate between different 

assemblages of similar species richness. This reduces its power to resolve between factors 

determining broad-scale diversity patterns, especially since such patterns are typically also 

confounded by collinearity. Potentially owing to these issues, energy input (Fraser and 

Currie 1996), reef area (Bellwood and Hughes 2001) and enhanced dispersal along ocean 

currents (Connolly et al. 2002) have variously been highlighted as the key determinants of 

coral species richness patterns. Utilising beta diversity, commonly defined as the extent of 

change in community composition (Whittaker 1960) may allow us to resolve some of the 

uncertainty around the factors suggested to determine coral biogeography, since it considers 

species identity and can distinguish between equally rich assemblages whose composition 

differ. The literature on coral beta diversity has served to identify coral faunal provinces 

(Keith et al. 2013) and demonstrated that differences in assemblage composition do not 

follow the predictions of neutral theory (Dornelas et al. 2006). Rather, beta diversity patterns 
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are suggested to result from environmental heterogeneity (Dornelas et al. 2006) or 

differences in geological history (Keith et al. 2013, Leprieur et al. 2016). Geological history 

influences patterns of dispersal and likelihood of colonization success (Keith et al. 2013), 

together with speciation and extinction probabilities (Leprieur et al. 2016). Although the 

above authors have either explored, integrated or acknowledged the influence of dispersal 

limitation, none were able to include a realistic model of coral dispersal to test its impact. 

Hence, the importance of dispersal limitation to coral beta-diversity may be underestimated 

in comparison to other hypothesised factors. Furthermore, studies on marine diversity and 

biogeography, including corals, are often conducted in different regions or at different spatial 

scales, precluding unbiased comparisons across studies (Barton et al. 2013, Chase and 

Knight 2013).  

  

Consequently, whilst progress has been made in identifying a candidate set of variables 

plausibly shaping coral beta diversity and biogeography at large, a great deal of uncertainty 

still remain regarding their relative importance and potential cumulative impacts across 

spatial scales and ocean basins. To counter this knowledge gap we combined global 

observational data on coral species occurrences, environmental conditions and reef area 

with a novel representation of dispersal limitation estimated from a global model of coral 

connectivity (Wood et al. 2014). Subsequently, we used generalised dissimilarity modelling 

(GDM) to investigate the single, or combined effects of candidate variables on coral beta 

diversity across a range of spatial scales in both the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific, with the aim of 

answering the following research questions: 

1. What are the key factors determining global beta diversity of corals? 

2. Are the key factors and their relative importance similar across ocean basins?  

3. How does the spatial grain of analysis affect the relative importance and shape of the 

relationship between key factors and coral beta diversity? 

 

3.2 Material and Methods  

Coral beta diversity across spatial scales 

To determine the global composition and beta diversity of reef building corals we extracted 

occurrences for all Scleractinian species across both the Indo-Pacific and Atlantic Ocean 
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basins from published maps (IUCN 2016). All data were initially extracted to the same 1/6o 

grid grain used in the coral connectivity model of Wood et al. (2014), but to examine the 

effects of changing spatial grain, the analysis was performed across a range of grains 

spanning 1o - 10o. After updating the species data to the latest taxonomy, we eliminated 

corals lacking photosynthetic symbionts using trait data accessed from the Coral Trait 

Database (https://coraltraits.org). Thereafter, we determined Presence-Absences of the 

retained species for each grid cell across all spatial grains in both ocean basins. To calculate 

beta diversity between coral assemblages, we compared the species composition of grid 

cells of the same grain size on a pairwise basis using the Sørensen’s distance as our metric 

for beta diversity.  

 

Environment, dispersal limitation and reef area 

To represent environmental conditions potentially influencing coral beta diversity we 

extracted raster layers for a range of variables that have been found, or proposed, to affect 

the ecology or biogeography of corals (Table 1). We initially selected four variables covering 

different components of sea surface temperature (herafter SST). SST range and SST mean 

are proxies for environmental stability and available energy, whilst monthly maximum and 

minimum SST were included to represent extreme high and low temperature that can impact 

coral growth and survival (Coles and Jokiel 1978, Glynn 1977). Since high nutrient 

concentrations promote macroalgal growth, which compete with corals for light and space 

(McCook et al. 2001), we also included global data on nitrate and phosphate concentrations. 

Furthermore, corals show differing affinities to light intensity and tolerances of turbidity 

(Siebeck 1988, Loya 1976). Hence, we included photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) 

and diffusive attenuation (DA) in our analysis. Following Couce et al. (2012) we also used 

PAR and DA to estimate the maximum light penetration depth. Salinity was also included, as 

corals are known to vary in their ability to osmoregulate (Sheppard, 1988). To measure the 

influence of dispersal limitation between reefs we calculated two measures, Isolation by 

Distance (IBD) and Isolation by Resistance (IBR). IBD was calculated as the shortest path 

through the water between all pairs of grid cells containing reefs, whilst IBR was derived 

from a biophysical model of coral connectivity with empirically derived parameters for larval 

life history (Wood et al. 2014). Since stepping-stone dispersal may be critical to species’ long 

range dispersal we treated reefs as interconnected nodes in basin-wide networks (Saura et 

al. 2013). Using the strength of connection between locations, we calculated the lowest cost 

route through the network for all reef pairs. Finally, to estimate reef area, we combined high 

resolution bathymetry data (Sbrocco and Barber 2013) with the 1/6 degree reef cells. We 
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treated ocean areas of 30m or less as being suitable for coral occupation and therefore 

extracted the total area within each reef cell above this depth. After checking for cross-

correlation among candidate variables, we omitted DA and minimum SST from the analysis 

as their correlation with other variables exceeded 0.75. 

  

Model setup and variable selection  

To determine the key variables influencing coral beta diversity and their relative importance, 

we iteratively modelled Atlantic and Indo-Pacific coral beta diversity across a range of spatial 

scales using generalised dissimilarity modelling (GDM) (Ferrier et al., 2002). GDM is an 

approach that allows a single response matrix, in this case of pairwise Sørensen 

dissimilarities in species composition, to be modelled as a function of a set of explanatory 

variables. It additionally accounts for two forms of non-linearity: 1) variation in the rate of 

compositional turnover along environmental gradients, and 2) non-linearity between 

ecological distance and observed compositional dissimilarity which results from dissimilarity 

being bounded between 0 and 1. Monotonic I-splines were used to determine  

Table 1. Variables used as candidate predictors of coral beta diversity. Data type is described 
together with data source and the method of data aggregation from 1/6o resolution.  

  
Data layer Aggregation Source 

Mean annual SST  Mean Sbrocco and Barber (2013) 

SST of the warmest month Mean Sbrocco and Barber (2013) 

Annual range in SST Mean Sbrocco and Barber (2013) 

SST  of the coldest month Mean Sbrocco and Barber (2013) 

Mean Nitrate concentration Mean Assis et al. (2017) 

Mean Phosphate concentration Mean Assis et al. (2017) 

Mean Diffusive attenuation Mean Tyberghein et al. (2012) 

Mean PAR Mean Tyberghein et al. (2012) 

Light penetration depth Mean of  

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 5𝐸𝐸𝑚𝑚−2𝑑𝑑−1⁄ )
𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

 

This paper, utilising 

Tyberghein et al. (2012) 

Mean Salinity Mean Assis et al. (2017) 

Reef area Sum Wood et al. (2014) 

Isolation by distance Calculated at all grains This thesis 

Isolation by resistance Sum prior to network shortest 

path calculations 

This thesis, utilising Wood 

et al. (2014) 
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the shape of the relationships between beta diversity and each of the explanatory variables 

and the importance determined using maximum likelihood estimation (See Ferrier et al. 2002 

and Ferrier et al. 2007 for more details).  

 

We identified the most important predictors of global coral beta diversity across spatial 

scales using a backwards selection procedure. Treating Atlantic and Indo-Pacific models 

separately, we applied a permutation procedure to the models at every spatial scale. After 

iteratively eliminating the variable explaining the least variation in beta diversity, we grouped 

models of every scale according to the number of predictor variables present and 

constructed boxplots of the deviance explained by the models. We then determined the 

number of variables required to generate a model with good performance across scale by 

means of the elbow criteria, i.e., visually identifying the number of variables  where a further 

model reduction causes performance to decline sharply. To allow for comparison between 

the Indo-Pacific and the Atlantic models, we selected the same number of variables in both 

basins. Extracting and tabulating the variables from models with this optimal number of 

variables allowed us to determine the variables that occurred most frequently across scales 

and effectively explained the observed variation in coral beta diversity at all spatial grains in 

both basins. Due to the lack of sufficient data points available in the Atlantic at lower grains, 

we restricted our analysis to 1 o to 5o in this basin. We reran the analysis at all scales with 

this subset of variables before partitioning the variance attributable to environmental 

conditions, reef area and dispersal limitation and combinations thereof. To explore how the 

relationship to coral beta diversity differs across variables and spatial grain we extracted and 

plotted the fitted I-splines from each model.  
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Figure 1. Mean pairwise beta diversity of corals across ocean basins and spatial grain. a) 1°, b) 3°, c) 
5°. Boxplots show the latitudinal distribution of mean pairwise beta diversity. Purple boxes represent 
Indo-Pacific beta diversity, yellow boxes Atlantic. 

 

3.3 Results 

Global patterns of coral beta diversity 

Coral assemblages in the Indo-Pacific generally exhibit greater mean pairwise dissimilarity in 

species composition compared to Atlantic coral assemblages (Figure 1, Table 2). However, 

Atlantic assemblages exhibit greater variation in beta diversity, indicated by a higher 

standard deviation of beta diversity in this ocean basin. Mean beta diversity exhibits an 

increasing trend with increasing spatial grain in both ocean basins. However, the standard 

deviation of beta diversity is largely constant across grain (Table 2). In the Indo-Pacific 

Ocean, the coral assemblages that are generally most similar to other coral assemblages 

are located in the Central Indo-Pacific, indicated by minimal average pairwise beta diversity 

in this region (Figure 1). Mean beta diversity rises only slightly across the Indian Ocean and 

in the Red Sea, whilst assemblages become markedly different across Polynesia, indicated 
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by increasing beta diversity values in this region. Beyond the wide divide of the Eastern 

Pacific barrier, coral assemblages are highly distinct, with mean pairwise beta diversity 

values that are consistently high. There is a trend for increasing beta diversity values at 

higher latitudes, though this is skewed in a northerly direction in the Atlantic. Variation in 

species composition in the Atlantic primarily occurs between the Caribbean, Brazilian and 

West African regions (Figure 1).   

 

Determinants of coral beta diversity 

Our backward model selection procedure revealed considerable alignment between ocean 

basins in terms of the variables retained in the final models. Variables representing dispersal 

limitation, SST and nutrient concentrations featured heavily in models for both the Indo-

Pacific and Atlantic and the Atlantic model exclusively contained variables of this type. 

Interestingly, reef area was not present in the final model for the Atlantic, whereas it was 

present in the Indo-Pacific model, which also contained a variable for light penetration depth. 

Although there are strong parallels between basins in terms of the broader type of variables 

selected, there are some differences between basins in terms of the specific variables 

retained (see Figure 3, Table S1 for details). Our model selection was robust to the 

stochasticity inherent in the permutation procedure, indicated by the fact that variables 

selected in three-, four- and five-variable models are sequentially nested. Three variable 

models were outperformed by four and five variable models which differed little in deviance 

explained (Figure S1). However, since maximum SST and light penetration depth occurred 

equally often as the final variable in the four variable model for the Indo-Pacific (Table S1) it 

was necessary to include a fifth variable. The final models from the variable selection 

procedure explained a large proportion of the observed variation in pair-wise beta diversity in 

the Indo-Pacific (42 – 54%) and Atlantic (77 – 85%) across all spatial grains (Table 2). 

Furthermore, the model predictions generate realistic overall patterns of coral beta diversity 

across broad-scales (Figure S2). However, models for the Indo-Pacific slightly overestimated 

beta diversity in more similar (βSor < 0.5) assemblages and slightly underestimated beta 

diversity in less similar (βSor  > 0.5) assemblages (Figure S4). Many of the more distinct 

assemblages, where beta diversity is underestimated occur in peripheral or higher latitude 

locations such as the Hawaiian archipelago and fringe regions of Polynesia (Figure S2). 

Models built from dispersal limitation or environmental conditions alone are able to 

reproduce some aspects of coral beta diversity patterns. For example, locations where the 

observed beta diversity exceeds values predicted from dispersal limitation alone, particularly 

in some high latitude locations, are better predicted by modelled environmental effects and 
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reef area. However, neither models of environmental effects, nor reef area predict the 

observed beta diversity in the Central Eastern Pacific, which is instead best predicted by 

dispersal limitation. Finally, a model based on reef area alone fails to produce recognisable 

coral beta diversity patterns. 

 

Table 2. Coral beta diversity in the Indo-Pacific and Atlantic ocean basins. Beta diversity of cells is 
presented as minimum, maximum, mean and S.D. of pairwise dissimilarities. Variance explained (%) 
by the final model in each ocean is calculated separately at every spatial grain. 

    

Variation explained  Grain size N Mean SD 

In
do

-P
ac

ifi
c 

1o 1057785 0.426 0.279 42.2 

2o 255255 0.476 0.284 42.1 

3o 105111 0.499 0.287 43.1 

4o 55278 0.510 0.287 45.2 

5 o 33153 0.538 0.287 49.5 

6 o 20910 0.550 0.291 48.9 

7 o 14365 0.549 0.285 43.6 

8 o 10153 0.560 0.288 48.8 

9 o 7021 0.555 0.283 47.5 

10 o 5460 0.567 0.295 53.7 

At
la

nt
ic

 

1o 26335 0.223 0.327 84.7 

2o 5995 0.319 0.362 84.9 

3o 2278 0.359 0.355 83.6 

4o 1326 0.391 0.370 84.6 

5 o 630 0.435 0.361 77.0 

 

 

Relative importance of variables across spatial grain 

Variance partitioning indicates that dispersal limitation was the most important factor 

influencing coral beta diversity in the Indo-Pacific, particularly at coarser spatial grains. By 

contrast, environmental factors were the most important predictors of coral beta diversity 

patterns in the Atlantic. Because at least 36.7% of explained variance was shared between 

two or more variables across all analyses, more nuanced conclusions on the relative 
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importance of variables are uncertain. Nonetheless, some trends emerged in the Indo-

Pacific. There was a clear increase in the importance of reef area with increasing spatial 

grain (Figure 2). At fine spatial grains the contribution of reef area to model performance was 

negligible, but at the coarsest grain its importance equalled, or even exceeded that of 

environmental variables. Conversely, the explained variation directly attributable to 

environmental conditions and variation shared between environment and other variables 

showed declining trends with increasing spatial grain. Dispersal limitation exhibited no trend 

across grain, and explained the largest proportion of variation at all grain sizes. 

Figure 2. Variance partitioning demonstrating the proportion of explained variance attributable to the 
variables predicting coral beta diversity across spatial grain in a) the Atlantic, and b) the Indo-Pacific. 
Legend initials refer to the single and combined effect of the following set of variables: A = Reef Area; 
D = Dispersal Limitation; E = Environment. 

 

The effects of spatial grain on beta diversity response curves  

The relationship between the selected set of predictors and coral beta diversity are 

described by the I-spline curves produced by the final models at each spatial grain in both 

ocean basins (Figure 3). The overall height reached by each response curve indicates its 

relative importance compared to other predictor variables. Furthermore, the shape of the 

response curves illustrate the rate of change in beta diversity along the entire gradient of 

observed predictor values, where steeper gradients indicate a more rapid transition in 

assemblage composition. In general, relationships between coral beta diversity were rather 
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alike for similar variables, whilst differing markedly between variable types. For instance, the 

response of beta diversity to dispersal limitation, characterized by either IBD (Atlantic) or IBR 

(Indo-Pacific) were represented by linear (or slightly non-linear) positive relationships (Figure 

3a, f). Temperature, either expressed in terms of mean- (Atlantic) or maximum SST (Indo-

Pacific) were characterised by saturating curves (Figure 3b, g), and nutrient concentrations, 

expressed in terms of nitrate- or phosphate concentrations displayed exponential increases 

(Figure 3c, i, h). Moreover, explaining the overall pattern in variance partitioning, different 

variable types showed contrasting patterns in their response to changes in spatial grain. 

Whilst the overall shape of the response curves were generally robust to changes spatial 

grain, the slope and maximum height of the curves (corresponding to the rate of change in 

composition and relative importance of the variable, respectively), differed between spatial 

grains in some variables. This was particularly apparent in the response curves of mean and 

maximum SST (Figure 3b, d) whose asymptotic height was greatest at finest spatial grains 

and relatively low at coarse grains. Contrastingly, reef area was unimportant at the finest 

grains but exceeded the importance of maximum SST in the Indo-Pacific at the coarsest 

grain. Dispersal limitation was the single most important predictor across all spatial grains in 

the Indo-Pacific and the most important factor in the Atlantic at coarser grain sizes. 

Estimates of dispersal limitation span a greater range of values at finer grain sizes, but the 

shape and height of all the response curves were similar over the range of values present at 

every grain size. It is important to note that the values of predictor variables where marked 

changes in composition occur were generally unaffected by grain size (i.e., the location of 

gradients in response curves were unchanged), indicating that the biologically relevant range 

of values was consistently detected across grain size. Exceptions to this rule can occur 

when a change in grain size affects the range of values a predictor varies over, as with 

dispersal limitation, as well as maximum SST and reef area in the Indo-Pacific. In these 

cases, the change in grain extended or compressed the range of values over which 

compositional change occurred, with corresponding impact on variable importance. Greater 

range in the predictors resulted in increased variable importance. 

 

Histograms overlaying the response curves reveal the frequency with which values of a 

particular variable were recorded. The interaction between the frequency of observations 

and the associated gradient in beta diversity provides additional information about the 

generality of a variables influence. When large bars (i.e. many observations) occur over a 

range of values associated with a steep gradients in the response curves, the variable is of 

general importance, whereas if the majority of observations are associated with shallow or 

flat response curves, the influence of the predictor is more restricted in its geographic 
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influence.  Compositional dissimilarity resulting from dispersal limitation occurred frequently 

in the Indo-Pacific but less commonly in the Atlantic. Mean and maximum SST, were 

typically recorded within a band of values that are not associated with beta diversity in 

corals, and whilst low temperatures can cause considerable compositional change, these 

are rare for coral reefs as a whole. The pattern exhibited by SST, whereby considerable 

change in composition coincides with limited observations, was repeated across all 

temperature and nutrient variables (Figure 3b, c, g, h, i, j). Depth of light penetration was the 

only environmental variable that differed from this pattern. This was associated with coral 

beta diversity at values between 0 - 30m and 70 – 110m depth, values which occur with 

relatively frequently (Figure 3e). Finally, the degree of confidence in the response curves 

also differs along the range of values observed in each variable. Where the numbers of 

observations are limited the shape of the response curve should be treated with some 

caution. Nonetheless, despite this uncertainty, the shape of the fitted curves are typically 

highly consistent for each variable across scale, and where differences in spatial grain lead 

to differences in the asymptotic heights of response curves, these show a consistent pattern 

with changing grain size. The consistency was mirrored across ocean basin and across 

similar types of variable, providing confidence that the overall patterns uncovered by our 

model are reliable. 

 

 

Figure 3. I-Splines response curves illustrating the partial effects of selected predictor variables on 
coral beta-diversity in the Indo-Pacific (top) and Atlantic (bottom) across spatial grains (given by 
colours ranging from yellow to red). The shape of each function indicates how the rate of change in 
composition varies along the entire range of values (i.e., gradient) of each predictor variable. The 
maximum height reached by each response curve indicates the total amount of compositional change 
associated with that variable (i.e., relative varible importance), holding all other variables constant. 
Histrograms show the underlying distribution of predictor values along each gradient.  
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3.4 Discussion 

Understanding the factors determining the diversity and composition of assemblages 

remains a key challenge in ecology (Sutherland et al. 2012). This knowledge is especially 

urgent in coral reef ecosystems whose unique and staggering diversity of life (Fisher et al. 

2015) are severely threatened by anthropogenic change (IPCC 2019). A candidate set of 

variables plausibly determining coral biogeographic patterns has previously been identified, 

however uncertainty regarding their relative importance across spatial scales and ocean 

basins remains, in particular relating to the role of dispersal limitation. We show for the first 

time that coral dispersal is the best predictor of coral beta diversity patterns in the Indo-

Pacific basin, followed by environmental conditions and lastly reef area. In contrast, coral 

beta diversity patterns in the Atlantic basin were best predicted by environmental conditions 

with a lesser role for dispersal. We document opposing influences of changes in spatial grain 

on the importance of environmental variables and reef area, whereas dispersal limitation 

was important across scale. Our analysis constitutes the first attempt to understand the 

determinants of coral biogeography across ocean basins and spatial scales, considering 

environmental conditions, reef area and novel estimates of dispersal limitation. In doing so, 

we shed light on the relative importance of factors which have been invoked independently 

to explain coral diversity patterns. Below we elaborate on these findings in light of the 

existing literature and discuss the implications for the conservation of coral reef diversity in 

the Anthropocene. 

   

Determinants of coral biogeography & beta diversity 

Accumulating evidence (Cowen et al. 2000, Treml et al. 2008) suggests that marine systems 

are more “closed” than previously thought and that dispersal pathways can impact 

biogeographic patterns (Gaylord and Gaines 2000). This has not clearly emerged, however, 

in large-scale analyses that have lacked realistic parameterisations of larval biology and 

ocean currents (Keith et al. 2013, Luiz et al. 2013, Mora et al. 2012). Recent advancements 

in computing now permit global models of connectivity based on empirical larval dynamics 

(e.g. Wood et al. 2014). Our inclusion of a realistic model of coral dispersal (Wood et al. 

2014) reveals dispersal limitation to be the most important variable explaining the large-scale 

patterns of coral beta-diversity across the Indo-Pacific. Specifically, the response curves 

indicate that dispersal limitation has a pronounced influence on beta-diversity over a broad 

range of values (Fig. 3a). Whilst our study underlines the utility of using realistic models of 

dispersal limitation, distance-based estimates proved adequate and were consistently 
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selected ahead of connectivity-based estimates in the Atlantic. This could result from the 

influence of stochasticity at low levels of connectivity. Alternatively, it may reflect that 

different reproductive strategies of corals predominate the two ocean basins, namely 

broadcast spawning in the Indo-Pacific and brooding in the Atlantic (McWilliam et al. 2018). 

The different reproductive strategies have implications for dispersal patterns and 

colonisation success (Keith 2015) and future models of connectivity and dispersal limitation 

should be tailored to specific life-history traits.   

 

The environmental factors that explain global patterns of coral beta diversity in our analysis, 

low SST, high concentrations of nutrients and depth of light penetration are also critical 

factors limiting the development of coral reefs (Kleypas et al. 1999, Couce et al. 2012). High 

temperatures, which have in recent years caused mass bleaching of coral, are currently only 

weakly implicated in broad-scale patterns of Indo-Pacific coral beta diversity. While 

environmental factors contribute to explaining the overall pattern of coral beta diversity in our 

analysis, their importance, particularly that of SST, is foremost evident in peripheral locations 

and marginal, high latitude reefs (Figure S3). Consequently, the contribution of 

environmental variables to coral beta diversity is likely due to the limiting conditions in these 

locations filtering out less hardy or highly specialised coral species (Bellwood and Hughes 

2001). This is clearly illustrated by the response curves showing steeply increasing slopes at 

low SST and high nutrient concentrations. The greater role for environmental conditions that 

we find relative to previous investigations (Keith et al. 2013, Bellwood et al. 2005, but see 

Fraser and Currie 1996) may result from our global analysis encompassing a greater range 

of variation in both composition and environmental conditions. However, over the range of 

environmental conditions present on the majority of coral reefs, the largely flat response 

curves indicate that environmental variables are not limiting and therefore have little impact 

on coral beta-diversity (Figure 3 b, c, e, g-j). To that end, our global analysis is consistent 

with environmental conditions correlating poorly with the boundaries of coral faunal 

provinces (Keith et al. 2013) and confirm why environmental conditions are not required for 

diversification models to generate realistic patterns of beta diversity (Leprieur et al. 2016). 

 

Larger areas support more individuals, more habitats and sustain fewer extinctions than 

smaller areas. Consequently, they typically harbour more species (Rosenweig 1995). 

Limited reef area on a regional scale likely contains fewer habitat types and supports smaller 

metapopulation sizes. Either case alone would be expected to result in impoverished 

assemblages relative to regions with greater reef area. Island biogeography states that both 
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immigration and local extinction act together to determine the species richness of islands 

(MacArthur and Wilson 1967). Whilst larger area increases immigration (Rosenweig 1996), 

immigration is also influenced by dispersal pathways. Studies lacking an adequate 

representation of dispersal limitation may therefore overestimate the effect of area on 

diversity. Although we do find an effect of reef area in the Indo-Pacific, the fact that we also 

include dispersal may contribute to our finding of a weaker association between reef area 

and coral beta diversity compared to studies that exclude dispersal (Bellwood and Hughes 

2001, Bellwood et al. 2005). Nonetheless, given the trend of increasing importance of reef 

area with larger spatial grain, even larger grain sizes could reveal greater importance of reef 

area than found here. 

 

The effects of spatial grain 

There are fundamental differences in the scale at which ecological processes act and, as 

such, a single scale may not illuminate diverse processes (Wiens 1989, Levin 1992). This is 

illustrated in our findings which demonstrate that changes in the spatial grain of analysis may 

alter the explanatory power and subsequently the relative importance of the variables. More 

specifically, the spatial grain influences the distribution and range of variation in both 

dependent and independent variables. Increasing grain size can obscure fine-scale variation 

in biological and environmental data, by merging distinct assemblages and diluting “extreme” 

environmental values through averaging across larger areas. Simultaneously, reef area 

estimations become more differentiated at larger grain sizes. In contrast to both of the above 

cases, the importance of dispersal limitation was relatively insensitive to changes in spatial 

grain. This is potentially the result of fine-scale dispersal barriers not limiting coral 

colonisation success over longer time-periods. Overly precise estimates may even be 

misleading when modelling stochastic processes such as dispersal. The final consequence 

of spatial grain’s differing effect on the variance of independent variables is a change in the 

relative importance of variables across scale. The effect of spatial scale may also be 

responsible for the difference between the Indo-Pacific and Atlantic models. The smaller 

extent of Atlantic corals restricted our analysis to grain sizes <5o in this ocean, conceivably 

precluding a role of reef area. Limited longitudinal extent also truncates the variation in 

dependent and independent variables i.e. Atlantic coral assemblages belong to just three 

clusters (Veron 2015), whilst dispersal limitation is reduced compared to the Indo-Pacific. 

Because latitudinal extent is not similarly constrained in the Atlantic, variation in variables 

such as mean SST is not affected in the same way which potentially promotes its relative 

importance. Our analysis illustrates the impact of spatial grain on coral biogeography and 
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highlights the need to further explore the role of spatial extent and the interaction between 

spatial grain and extent in biogeographic analyses.  

 

3.5 Conclusion 

Our multi-scale approach has revealed that the variables determining and maintaining coral 

beta diversity are those likely to change in the Anthropocene. Habitat destruction is reducing 

or degrading coral reefs, temperatures are increasing globally in response to greenhouse 

gas emissions, and changes in land-use and poor management practises lead to 

eutrophication and proliferation of macroalgae (IPCC 2019, Fabricius et al. 2005). Finally, 

climate driven changes in ocean circulation are likely to interact with elevated temperatures 

impacting larval dispersal, and establishment (Figueirido 2014). The pronounced changes in 

composition observed between low and moderate temperatures provides support to 

predictions that sub-tropical coastal regions face tropicalisation (Cheung et al. 2012). Small 

increases in temperature could facilitate the establishment of numerous coral species, 

although the rate of establishment will likely be mediated by biotic interactions (Verges et al. 

2014) and dispersal limitation. Dispersal limitation is geographically uneven, with areas 

downstream of currents experiencing less dispersal limitation and facing more rapid species 

range expansions (Baird et al. 2012). A future featuring widespread and repeated bleaching 

events can profoundly affect coral composition (Hughes et al. 2018b), creating a requirement 

for larval replenishment from external sources. This requirement may not be met if dispersal 

limitations prevent recolonisation. Therefore, preventing reefs from becoming isolated from 

potential sources of larvae by halting coral reef degradation and ensuring pathways for 

dispersal will therefore be essential to supporting reef recovery in the Anthropocene.  

 

Our results have broader relevance beyond coral biogeography, since many other taxa are 

reliant on corals and demonstrate similar biodiversity patterns (Veron, 1995, Tittensor et al., 

2010, Stuart Smith et al., 2013, Lindegren et al. 2018). They may or may not be sensitive to 

the same factors we find to determine coral beta diversity. Nonetheless, future changes in 

these variables will directly or indirectly affect the abundance and composition of coral 

associated organisms. Concerted efforts to combat climate change, improve water quality 

and halt destructive practices are of paramount importance to protect coral reefs, as well as 

the human societies and bewildering array of life that depend upon them. 
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3.6 Supplementary Material 

Figure S1. Boxplots of model performance. Variance explained by models at resolutions of 1o – 10o 
spatial scale, grouped according to the number of variables in the model. Each boxplot represents the 
spread of model performance of 10 models containing n variables at resolutions of 1o – 10o spatial 
scale. Dashed lines correspond to the median and 25th percentile of the boxplot for the full model, for 
comparison. 
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Figure S2 Comparison between observed patterns of beta diversity, models predictions and 
residuals. a) observed mean pairwise beta diversity; b) predicted mean pairwise beta diversity; c) 
residual mean pairwise beta diversity 
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Figure S3. Model predictions (a, c, e) and residuals (b, d, f) from models containing only variables for 
dispersal limitation (a, b), environment (c, d) or habitat area (e, f). 

 

 
Figure S4. Observed vs predicted dissimilarity between communities. Points in black represent 

comparisons between assemblages with blue contour lines highlighting how the data cluster. Red 

lines indicate 1:1 correlation between observed and predicted dissimilarities. a-j: Indo-Pacific 

assemblages, scales 1 - 10o; k-o: Atlantic assemblages, scales 1 – 5 o. 

Table S1 Selection of model variables. Grey boxes indicate variables not included in the model. 

Numbers refer to the number of times a variable occurs in the best model containing n variables. 
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Each model represents a particular resolution so the maximum number of times a variable can occur 

is 10 for Indo-Pacific models and 5 for Atlantic models. 

 3 variables 4 variables 5 variables 
 
 
 
 
Indo-Pacific 

IBR 9 IBR 9 IBR 9 

Area 6 Phosphate 8 Phosphate  9 

Phosphate 5 Area 7 Light depth 9 

(SST max) 4 SST max 5 Area 7 

(Nitrate) 2 Light depth 5 SST max 6 

Atlantic 
 

IBD 5 IBD 5 IBD 5 

SST mean 5 SST mean 5 SST mean 5 

Nitrate 5 Nitrate 5 Nitrate 5 

  Phosphate 4 Phosphate 5 

  (Salinity) 1 SST range 4 
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4 

The influence of reproductive traits on coral 
range sizes and distance-decay relationships 

Neil Maginnis, Sally Keith, Martin Lindegren 

 

 

Abstract 
 

Aim: Understanding the influence of dispersal limitation on species distributions and 

community composition is limited by our inability to directly measure dispersal. Therefore, 

identifying traits acting as valid proxies for dispersal ability is highly desirable. We investigate 

whether the dispersal consequences of different reproductive modes of corals (i.e., brooding 

vs broadcast spawning) generate differences in their large-scale biogeography with respect 

to species range sizes and assemblage structure. 

Location: Coral reefs of the Indo-Pacific (34o S - 34o N). 

Methods: We estimated the range sizes of brooding and spawning corals and tested for 

significant differences between groups using permutation tests. We then fitted distance-

decay models for beta diversity, turnover and nestedness of brooding and spawning 

assemblages to determine the extent and rate at which dissimilarity in species composition 

changes with increasing spatial distance. To capture potential nonlinearities in the statistical 

relationships between distance and dissimilarity, we repeated the fitting of decay curves with 

the addition of a quadratic distance term. 

Results: Spawning corals display a trend for larger range sizes than brooding corals, but the 

difference is not significant. However, distance-decay relationships differ significantly 

between groups. In line with our hypotheses, beta diversity and turnover increase more 

rapidly across space in brooders than in spawners, whereas nestedness is lower in 

brooders. The addition of a quadratic term does not change these overall patterns, but 

reveals a parabolic relationship between nestedness and distance in both groups. 
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Main conclusions: Assemblages of spawning corals exhibit a greater degree of species 

overlap. This generates lower beta diversity and a higher degree of nestedness relative to 

brooders, which exhibit more rapid turnover with distance. Our results suggest that brooding 

and spawning strategies may result in differing long-distance dispersal ability and 

biogeographic patterns in corals with important implications for their conservation and 

management under climate change.  

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The ability of organisms to disperse at different life stages, either passively or actively, is a 

key factor determining the distribution of life on Earth (Jønsson et al. 2016). Despite the 

importance of dispersal for the distribution, abundance and persistence of organisms (Wilson 

et al. 2009, Pulliam 2000, Campbell Grant 2010), significant uncertainties remain in 

determining the dispersal potential of species and its influence on broader biogeographical 

patterns (Sutherland et al. 2013). This lack of knowledge challenges our ability to predict 

species and community responses to climate change and to conserve biodiversity 

effectively. Coral reefs, Earth’s most diverse marine ecosystems, are especially threatened 

by rising temperatures and are projected to suffer from extinctions and significant loss of 

area (IPCC 2019). Recent global bleaching events have already led to mass coral mortality 

and transformed coral assemblages (Hughes et al. 2018b) and the recovery of reefs 

depends critically on replenishment of larvae (Hughes et al. 2019). Differing dispersal 

abilities amongst coral species has the potential to impact their recolonisation following 

bleaching. Therefore, improved understanding of how dispersal abilities influence large-scale 

distribution and assemblage patterns of corals will enhance forecasts of the impact of future 

disturbance events, and the subsequent recovery of coral reefs. 

 

Significant difficulties are associated with measuring dispersal directly, making the ability to 

predict species dispersal potential from readily measurable proxies one of the best ways to 

move forwards. Such proxies may be based on species characteristics (i.e., traits), informed 

by the Coral Trait Database , which includes morphological, physiological and reproductive 

traits (Madin et al. 2016a). Although many traits have the potential to influence dispersal 

ability – notably body size (Bradbury et al. 2008) – reproductive mode has often been 

proposed as a key trait influencing the dispersal ability and biogeography of marine taxa 

(Thresher 1991, Kinlan and Gaines 2003). Corals reproduce sexually through brooding 
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larvae or spawning gametes into the water column. In brooding corals, fertilisation of eggs 

takes place internally and the larvae are retained within coral polyps until they are fully 

developed. When brooded larvae are released they are able to settle almost immediately, 

making them more likely to recruit locally (Figueiredo et al. 2013). Spawning corals, by 

contrast, release bundles of eggs and sperm into the water column where fertilization and 

development take place over several days (Baird 2001). Waves, tides and currents act 

continuously throughout this period, advecting passive gametes and the subsequent larvae 

from their point of origin. These larvae remain in the water column until they are competent 

to settle, after which time they metamorphose (in most cases) into a sedentary polyp. 

Consequently, the rate at which larvae develop and reach this competent phase affects how 

many are transported off the reef (Figueiredo et al. 2013), which is expected to influence the 

probability of long distance dispersal. Evidence shows clearly that these differences in 

reproductive strategy result in ecological differences, with a spawning strategy resulting in 

less genetic subdivision and greater temporal variability in recruitment compared to brooders 

(Hughes et al. 1999, Ayre and Hughes 2000, Underwood et al. 2009). However, whether and 

how these ecological differences also influence large-scale patterns of coral diversity 

remains unclear. 

 

One way to gain insight into how reproductive mode affects biogeographic patterns is to 

explore changes in species composition through space, or distance-decay relationships 

(Nekola and White 1999; Soininen et al. 2007; Gomez-Rodriguez and Baselga 2018). Such 

relationships, which can be reformulated in terms of beta diversity, traditionally describe how 

compositional similarity declines with distance. Beta diversity is composed of turnover and 

nestedness components (Baselga 2010). Within this framework turnover refers to the 

replacement of species in assemblages whilst nestedness captures the property of one 

assemblage being a subset of another (Baselga 2012). Distance-decay relationships are 

often attributed to dispersal limitation (Baselga 2010, Qian 2009, Wetzel et al. 2012), but 

clear inference on the underlying processes responsible for generating beta diversity are 

complicated by the unseparated contributions of turnover and nestedness (Baselga 2010). 

Quantifying these two components simultaneously creates the opportunity to delve more 

deeply into the processes underlying the decay of assemblages with distance. Nestedness 

patterns are often attributed to greater dispersal abilities (Lomolino 1996), in which case 

spawner assemblages should display elevated nestedness if they disperse more effectively 

than brooders. In contrast, we expect brooders will occupy smaller ranges, which should 

result in non-overlapping ranges and higher turnover. 
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In order to shed light on the role of dispersal ability on large-scale patterns of coral 

assemblage composition, we match observational data of coral species ranges with 

reproductive trait data. Specifically, we investigate the influence of reproductive mode on 

species range sizes and hypothesise (H1) that spawners have larger geographic ranges 

than brooders, due to a greater long-distance dispersal ability. Subsequently, due to this 

elevated dispersal and expected larger range sizes, we hypothesise (H2) that assemblages 

of spawning corals will remain more similar in terms of species composition across space 

than assemblages of brooding corals, reflected by a shallower distance-decay curve. Finally, 

since nestedness patterns are often attributed to greater dispersal abilities (Lomolino 1996), 

spawner assemblages should display elevated nestedness if they disperse over large 

distances more effectively than brooders. Consequently, we hypothesise (H3) that spawners 

will exhibit reduced turnover and a greater degree of nestedness than brooders with 

increasing distance.  

 

 

4.2 Methods 

Data 

To study the influence of reproductive mode on coral biogeography we combined spatial 

data of species’ ranges and coral reef locations with trait data on the reproductive mode of 

corals. For coral species ranges, we accessed published maps for Indo-Pacific Scleractinian 

corals (Hughes et al. 2013), whilst data on coral reproductive mode were gathered from both 

the Coral Traits Database (Madin et al. 2016a) and McWilliam et al. (2018). The former 

source contains direct observations of species reproductive mode, whilst the latter also 

conducted trait infilling by assigning reproductive modes considering data from congeners. 

We used McWilliam et al. (2018) as our primary source, supplementing with trait data from 

the Coral Traits Database where additional data were available. Coral reef locations were 

taken from Wood et al. (2014). After aligning the respective datasets with the latest 

taxonomic information, we merged the ranges of synonymized species and excluded 

species that with the latest genetic detail have now been split into multiple species because 

it was not clear how to robustly separate the range data. This process returned range data 

for 34 brooding coral species and 567 spawning coral species across the Indo-Pacific.  
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Geographic range size differences 

To test the hypotheses that brooding corals have smaller geographic ranges, we calculated 

range size as the Extent of Occurrence (EOO; Gaston 1991). For each coral species, we 

calculated the entire area within the range limits of the published range maps of Hughes et 

al. (2013). Following the recommendation of Gaston and Fuller (2009), we included in our 

calculation discontinuities in the occurrence of reef corals, such as ocean areas outside the 

photic zone. We then applied a permutation procedure to compare the observed differences 

in range size between the groups to a null distribution of possible differences in range size, 

assuming no difference between brooders and spawners. To achieve this, we randomly 

assigned species to the two reproductive groups 1000 times, maintaining the original 

number of species in each group. We then determined the probability of the observed 

pattern emerging by calculating the proportion of times the observed difference between the 

reproductive groups exceeded the null differences.  

 

 

Distance-decay of coral assemblages 

Distance-decay relationships have traditionally been calculated and presented in terms of 

similarities, but we believe the processes of turnover and nestedness are more intuitive 

when considered as dissimilarities. As such, we present our results as dissimilarities for 

greater interpretability. To determine the distance-decay patterns of coral assemblages, we 

overlaid range maps onto coral reef locations and presence/absence tables were generated 

for each locality under the assumption that species are present throughout the full extent of 

their range. We then constructed a 5o resolution grid encompassing the ranges of all species 

and aggregated the reef-level presence/absence data to this spatial scale. Using the 

reproductive trait data, the species composition of each grid cell was divided into brooder 

and spawner assemblages. For each group, we calculated pairwise dissimilarities between 

all grid cells. Using the Sørensen distance for beta diversity and its turnover and nestedness 

components (Baselga 2010), we generated three matrices of pairwise dissimilarities for both 

reproductive modes. Spatial distance between locations was calculated as the in-water 

distance between the centroids of grid cells, to account for land impeding dispersal.  

 

After converting dissimilarities into similarities, we used negative exponential functions 

(Nekola and McGill 2014) to assess the relationship between assemblage structure and 

distance. We fitted exponential functions using Generalized Linear Models (GLM) with log 
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link, where similarities were the response variable, spatial distance, 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷 , was a predictor 

variable and errors assume a Gaussian distribution (Gomez-Rodriguez and Baselga 2018). 

To account for potential nonlinearities in the relationship between similarity and distance, we 

repeated our analysis including a squared term, 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷2 , for spatial distance. Our final models 

took the form: 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿(1 − 𝑌𝑌) =  𝛼𝛼 +  𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷𝑏𝑏1;        1) 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿(1 − 𝑌𝑌) =  𝛼𝛼 +  𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷𝑏𝑏1 + 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷2𝑏𝑏2;      2) 

 

where 𝑌𝑌 is the pairwise dissimilarity of grid cells; either expressed in terms of overall beta 

diversity, turnover or nestedness. Following Gomez-Rodriguez and Baselga (2018), we then 

determined whether the fitted coefficients of the curves (i.e., 𝛼𝛼 and b) differed significantly 

between spawning and brooding corals by conducting a bootstrapping procedure with 1000 

iterations. The significance level was set at 𝑝𝑝 = 0.05and p values of each parameter were 

calculated as the proportion of times that intercepts and slopes were larger for one of the 

reproductive groups. All analyses were performed in R version 4.0.0 (R Core Team 2020). 

We used functions from the betapart package (Baselga et al., 2018) to calculate 

dissimilarities and to fit the decay models. 
 

 

4.3 Results 

Geographic range size differences 

Spawning corals exhibit both a greater breadth and greater variation in geographic range 

size compared to brooders (Table 1, Figure 1). Typical range sizes for both reproductive 

modes are large, with an overall mean for corals in excess of 4.4 x107 km2. The majority of 

species have a geographic distribution over 1.0 x106 km2 and whilst less than 3% of 

spawners have a smaller geographic extent, almost 12% of brooders fall below this level. At 

the other extreme, just under 12% of brooders have a geographic extent greater than 7.5 

x107 km2 compared to almost 24% of spawners. In both groups median range sizes fall 

below the mean, with distributions of geographic range size exhibiting strong right skew in 

both cases (Figure 1). The results of our permutation tests indicate that the difference in 

mean geographic range size between brooding and spawning corals is near not significant 

(p = 0.052).  
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Table 1 Geographic range sizes of Brooder and Spawner corals 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Density plot of coral range size grouped according to reproductive mode  

 

 

Distance-decay relationships  

The fitted distance-decay models demonstrated significant relationships between distance 

and all indices of coral assemblage dissimilarity for both spawning and brooding corals 

(Table 2). Beta diversity and turnover demonstrate a saturating or sigmoid response to 

increasing distance in both groups, irrespective of the inclusion of the squared distance term, 

𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷2  (Figure 2a, b, d, e). Models of nestedness that exclude 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷2  demonstrate a linear 

relationship with distance, positive for spawners and negative for brooders (Figure 2c). In 

models of nestedness that include the squared term, nestedness patterns are parabolic for 

both groups (Figure 2f).   Notably, peak nestedness is lower and occurs earlier in brooders 

than in spawners. Although including a squared distance term only marginally improves 

overall model performance in terms of pseudo-r2 values, it leads to lower AIC scores (Table 

2). Hence, we focus on the results of those models below.  

  Geographic range area (km2)  
 Minimum Mean Median Maximum S.D 

Brooder 25,565 3.5 x106  3.1 x106 9.2 x106 3.0 x106 

Spawner 12,018 4.5 x106  4.0 x106 1.4 x107 3.3 x106 
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Figure 2 Distance-decay curves of brooder and spawner assemblages. Distance-decay of beta 
diversity, a) and d), turnover, b) and e) and nestedness c) and f) are modelled. Decay curves a), b) 
and c) are fitted with a single decay term whilst curves d), e) and f) also contain a quadratic term. 

 

 

 

Table 2 Models of distance-decay relationships in coral assemblages displaying the fitted intercepts 
and slopes coefficients, together with their corresponding p values, as well as the pseudo r2 and 
Akaike information criterion for each model. Reproductive mode is indicated by “Br” for brooders and 
“Sp” for spawners. 

Dissimilarity Model Mode α 𝑏𝑏1 𝑏𝑏2 

p 

value 

pseudo 

r2 AIC 

Beta diversity 

 

Linear Br 0.13 7.1 x10-5  0.01 0.31 4866 

Sp 0.15 5.8 x10-5  0.01 0.29 -1866 

Non-

linear 

Br 0.14 6.7 x10-5 2.1 x10-10 0.01 0.31 4864 

Sp 0.12 7.2 x10-5 -8.1 x10-10 0.01 0.30 -1980 

Turnover Linear Br -0.11 5.4 x10-5  0.01 0.33 13260 

 Sp 0.00 1.9 x10-5  0.01 0.31 -43800 

Non-

linear 

Br 0.07 -4.5 x10-6 3.3 x10-9 0.01 0.36 11830 

Sp 0.02 1.5 x10-5 1.8 x10-10 0.01 0.31 -43850 

Nestedness 

 

Linear Br 0.29 -9.9 x10-6  0.01 0.03 -46 

 Sp 0.21 1.7 x10-5  0.01 0.06 286 

Non-

linear 

Br 0.20 1.7 x10-5 -1.1 x10-9 0.01 0.06 -934 

Sp 0.14 3.9 x10-5 -1.0 x10-9 0.01 0.07 -191 
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The bootstrapping procedure revealed that the distribution of parameter values from the 

fitted models differed significantly between brooders and spawners (Figure 3), with the 

exception of the squared term for nestedness (Figure 3i). The distribution of Intercepts of the 

beta diversity models were close to zero, with brooders showing slightly higher values 

compared to spawners (Figure 3). However, beta diversity of brooders increased more 

rapidly in response to distance and exceeded that of spawners over all distances (Figure 

2d). This was despite spawners having a significantly larger 𝑏𝑏𝛽𝛽1and resulted from the 

difference between the 𝑏𝑏𝛽𝛽2 coefficients which was negative for spawners and positive for 

brooders (Figure 3b, c). Turnover in brooders exceeds that of spawners over all distances 

(Figure 2e). Initial turnover is higher in brooders, illustrated by an α𝑡𝑡 that is slightly larger 

than that of spawners. Moreover, brooder turnover increases greatly at longer distances, 

owing to a much larger 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡2 coefficient corresponding to the squared distance them 𝑥𝑥𝐷𝐷2 . 

Nevertheless, over a narrow range of shorter distances turnover of brooder and spawner 

assemblages is very similar. This is due to the coefficient 𝑏𝑏𝑡𝑡1, which is considerably smaller 

in brooders than in spawners. Despite the similar degree of turnover at short distances, the 

general pattern is clearly that turnover increases more rapidly in brooders than spawners 

with distance.  

 

 

 

Figure 3 Bootstrap distributions of the parameters describing the distance-decay relationships of beta 
diversity (a, b, c), turnover (d, e, f) and nestedness (g, h, i). Intercepts (a, d, g), linear slopes (b, e, h) 
and quadratic slopes (c, f, i) are displayed from left to right. Significant differences (* for p < 0.05) 
between coefficients for brooders and spawners is indicated in each plot. 
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Both reproductive modes showed similar degrees of initial nestedness, with spawners 

having a slightly lower intercept α𝑛𝑛 than brooders. Nestedness in both groups exhibits a 

parabolic relationship with distance, with nestedness increasing more rapidly in spawners 

than brooders, peaking later, and declining to a lesser degree following its peak. This was 

illustrated in a larger 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛1 coefficient and a less negative 𝑏𝑏𝑛𝑛2 coefficient for spawner 

assemblages than for brooding assemblages.  

 

 

4.4 Discussion 

Dispersal is a key factor affecting the distribution, abundance and persistence of populations 

(Wilson et al. 2009, Pulliam 2000, Campbell Grant 2010), yet its influence on species 

composition and diversity at large remains a key question in ecology (Sutherland et al., 

2013). In this large-scale analysis of the effect on coral biogeography, we have investigated 

how reproductive mode influences species range sizes and the distance-decay of 

assemblages across the Indo-Pacific Ocean. We detect a strong trend for reproductive mode 

influencing coral range size, yet differences in range sizes between the ranges of brooding 

and spawning corals are not significant and do not firmly support our first hypothesis (H1). In 

contrast, the fitted distance-decay models provide compelling evidence that different 

reproductive strategies significantly influence large-scale patterns of coral beta diversity, 

turnover and nestedness, in support of H2 and H3. Below, we elaborate on our findings in 

light of the existing literature and discuss their implications for ecological research and 

conservation. 

 

Coral range size 

The size and location of species ranges are influenced by a variety of extrinsic and intrinsic 

factors. Extrinsic factors, such as continental boundaries and unsuitable environmental 

conditions can provide constraints to species ranges (Gaston 2000), whilst intrinsic factors 

determine how a species interacts with its environment and its ability to access and compete 

to exploit the available resources. Gaston (2003) concluded that for the majority of species, 

physical factors are limiting, in at least some parts of a species range. For Indo-Pacific 

corals, the physical factors appear primarily to be dispersal barriers (Maginnis et al, Chapter 

1 in prep). Therefore, species with stronger dispersal abilities should be better able to 

overcome dispersal limitations, colonise suitable habitat, and expand their range. In corals, 
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more larvae of spawners are expected to be transported off their natal reef, improving long 

distance dispersal and establishment outside the native range (Lockwood et al. 2005). 

Although Lester et al. (2007) argue that dispersal ability is not the primary determinant of 

range size, theory and evidence suggests that long distance dispersal is critical to 

colonisations and the rate of range expansions (Lester et al. 2007, Le Corre et al. 1997). 

Clearly, reproductive mode alone is not sufficient to explain the observed distribution of coral 

range sizes (Figure 1), but it does appear to be an important contributor. In a broad review of 

marine invertebrates, Gaston (2003) concluded that there was significant support of 

reproductive mode influencing species range size. However, contrary evidence exists and 

the topic is much debated (e.g. Johannesson 1988).  

 

The relationship between range size and reproductive mode, which approaches significance, 

indicates that a spawning strategy may infer long-distance dispersal advantages leading to 

larger range sizes. Caution against drawing such a conclusion is prudent in light of the fact 

that, across taxa, the best supported factor relating to range size appears to be abundance 

(Gaston 2003). Many of the dominant corals on reefs are broadcast spawners (Knowlton 

2001, Hughes et al. 2019), and their higher abundance may be responsible for their wider 

distributions. Furthermore, most combinations of environmental conditions are rather 

uncommon (Gaston, 2003). Spawners are the more speciose group so are more likely to 

occupy niches that occur more frequently on reefs. Finally, other traits that interact with 

reproductive strategies, such as growth rate and environmental tolerance, may serve to 

explain observed differences in distributions and range sizes. Species that cross the East 

Pacific Barrier will contribute significantly to range size estimates and are disproportionately 

characterised by the presence of photosynthetic symbionts in their larvae. These factors are 

all potentially capable of causing differences in species ranges that correlate with dispersal 

mode. Hence, we advocate further research on these aspects to better understand the 

underlying traits and mechanisms contributing to species distributions and range sizes of 

corals.   

 

Distance-decay relationships 

Assemblages ultimately result from the overlap of individual species ranges. Consequently, 

all factors that influence range size and location are plausibly capable of generating some 

degree of distance-decay relationship if they vary with distance. Nonetheless, dispersal 

limitation is very commonly invoked to explain distance-decay relationships (e.g. Condit et al. 
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2002, Qian 2009, Wetzel et al. 2012), likely because few alternatives are expected to vary so 

consistently with distance. Expanding upon traditional distance-decay of similarity by also 

considering the turnover and nestedness components of beta diversity (Baselga 2010) and 

their relation to spatial distances can provide additional insights into the underlying 

processes structuring species assemblages (Soininen et al. 2018) and strengthen 

conclusions drawn from distance-decay relationships. For example, turnover can result from 

diversification dynamics (Aranda et al. 2013), whereas patterns of nestedness have 

implicated dispersal limitation in North European trees and beetles (Svenning and Skov 

2007, Baselga 2010).  

 

In support of our second hypothesis (H2), spawning corals species demonstrated more 

similar assemblage structure across distance than brooding corals, as illustrated by a 

shallower distance-decay curve. This contrast between brooding and spawning coral 

assemblages across space agrees with expectations of differing dispersal abilities in these 

groups. The decomposition of Sørensen dissimilarity into its turnover and nestedness 

components revealed further differences in the spatial structure of brooder and spawner 

assemblages. Whereas differences between beta diversity curves were quite small across 

all distances, turnover and nestedness patterns differed substantially between groups of 

brooders and spawners.  

 

In agreement with H3, spawners display a lower rate of turnover combined with a greater 

degree of nestedness relative to brooders. Lower rates of turnover and lower overall beta 

diversity in spawning corals provide a signal that improved dispersal abilities are manifested 

in spawner assemblages that are more homogenous and nested across space than those of 

brooders (Figure 4). The greater level of nestedness indicates that when differences 

between assemblages do occur in spawners, it is more commonly the result of species 

loss/gain rather than replacement. Elevated nestedness is typically associated with better 

dispersal abilities (Lomolino 1996), since it requires that at least one species is capable of 

occupying both sites being compared.  
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Figure 4. Turnover as a proportion of overall beta diversity for a) Brooding corals and b) Spawning 
corals. Warm colours indicate that beta diversity primarily results from turnover whilst cold colours 
indicate that nestedness dominates beta diversity. Displayed values are mean values calculated from 
pairwise beta diversity and pairwise turnover. 

 

When these sites are separated by great distances, it demands dispersal that is sufficiently 

long-range and common to cross barriers and maintain gene flow between disparate 

populations. Recent papers have shown that turnover is typically the dominant component of 

beta diversity patterns (Soininen et al. 2018, Antão et al. 2018). Interestingly, brooding 

corals, with their smaller ranges, conform to this typical pattern, whereas spawning corals do 

not. We hypothesised that the divergent nestedness patterns observed between the two 

groups is the result of dispersal differences, but the greater richness of spawners is a more 

parsimonious explanation. Calculations of turnover, however, are not influenced by 

differences in species richness and this difference between brooders and spawners is very 

plausibly the result of dispersal ability.  

 

Our analysis has provided support for the influence of different reproductive strategies on the 

dispersal ability of corals. Although we observe a trend for different species range sizes and 

significantly different distance-decay relationships of brooders and spawners, we have noted 
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that reproductive mode is just one relevant factor influencing coral distribution and 

alternative factors and traits could underlie the observed patterns. Some authors have 

concluded that reference to life history traits is too simplistic approach to explain patterns of 

distribution (Hidas et al. 2007). However, compelling evidence exists that the presence of 

zooxanthellae in larvae is an important precondition for corals to cross the East Pacific 

Barrier and colonising the East Pacific region (Baird et al. 2009), reinforcing that life history 

traits are informative in the analysis of biogeographic patterns. The challenge lies in 

identifying the relevant traits and understanding how they interact, not only with other life 

history traits but also with the abiotic environment (Madin et al, 2016b). For example, the 

development rate of spawned larvae and subsequent retention on the natal reef is negatively 

related to egg size (Figueiredo et al. 2013). Development rate has previously been found to 

influence the probability of corals crossing broad-scale biogeographic barriers (Keith et al. 

2013). Furthermore, development rate is affected by temperature and will likely alter in the 

Anthropocene with consequences for recruitment and dispersal of spawning corals 

(Figueiredo et al. 2014). Further work is required to understand how traits and life history 

strategies determine the current biogeographic patterns of corals and how they will respond 

in the Anthropocene, but these results in combination with the new findings we present here 

suggest that coral traits are useful proxies for understanding dispersal ability and its effects 

on coral biogeography at large. 

  

In this study, we introduced a quadratic distance term, allowing distance-decay relationships 

to vary in a curvilinear and non-monotonic manner. Doing so revealed parabolic 

relationships between nestedness and distance that, to our knowledge, have not previously 

been documented in the biogeographic literature. Such relationships could reflect either a 

mid-domain effect (Colwell and Hurrt, 1994), or the nonmetric nature of the nestedness 

measure. A mid-domain effect, which describes declining species richness away from the 

centre of a bounded domain, could feasibly generate a peak in nestedness at intermediate 

distances. However, peaks in nestedness at notably different distances in brooders and 

spawners are not expected from a mid-domain effect alone. Instead, the observed pattern is 

most likely to arise as a result of the idiosyncratic behaviour of the nestedness metric itself. 

Under the Baselga (2010) construction, the nestedness measure is not a measure of 

nestedness, per se, but of how dissimilar two communities are because of nestedness 

(Murray and Baselga 2015). The measure is constrained to values less than one, but may 

approach one when assemblages share just a single species. But, if that shared species is 

lost, nestedness equals zero. Furthermore, as nestedness drops to zero, turnover rises 

immediately to one, irrespective of its prior value. This characteristic is problematic for the 
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study of community assembly processes, unless these idiosyncratic behaviours can be used 

to ascertain additional information. In the case of nestedness, we observe that it peaks at 

shorter distances in brooders, indicating an increasing tendency for sites to have no shared 

species beyond that point. In spawners that distance is greater, again likely reflecting the 

differing dispersal abilities of these groups.  

 

Adopting novel methodological frameworks, such as the decomposition of beta diversity 

(Baselga 2010) can help to improve our understanding of ecological processes. However, 

care should be taken to ensure that the behaviour of novel measures are properly 

understood and accounted for, so as to extract the maximum benefit from their use and to 

avoid spurious conclusions. The non-monotonic relationship of nestedness and beta 

diversity described by Carvalho et al. (2012) has typically been overlooked in analyses 

utilising the Baselga (2010) framework. This is potentially significant as the Baselga 

framework (2010) has been widely adopted and is regularly used to infer processes 

structuring assemblages. Non-monotonicity of nestedness has the potential to affect the 

influence accurate detection and interpretation of those processes, and we therefore urge 

further research into the modelling of nestedness across distance, including what curves 

best describe it, how it relates to life history traits and the influence of physical constraints on 

the ranges of focal organisms. Doing so could potentially improve our understanding of the 

processes underpinning community assembly and can be illustrated by the spatial scaling of 

nestedness components. Whilst it has been proposed that greater levels of nestedness may 

increase at larger scales (Soininen et al. 2018), Antão et al. (2019) found that nestedness 

was largely unperturbed by the spatial extent of the analysis. Our results, which demonstrate 

the non-linearity of nestedness patterns, suggest that this outcome may depend on the size 

and placement of species ranges relative to the boundaries and extent of the study area.  

 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

Brooding and spawning reproductive strategies are widespread among marine species. 

Understanding the consequences of different strategies is important to revealing the 

determinants of marine species distributions and assembly processes at large. This 

knowledge is urgently required, especially in highly threatened coral reef ecosystems, to 

predict species and community responses to climate change and to support effective 

conservation of biodiversity. Our results point to spawning strategies conferring greater 
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dispersal ability relative to brooding strategies, but we caution that further investigation is 

required. These findings would imply that marine reserves should be designed along 

pathways and corridors of dispersal with spacing that reflects the dispersal limitations, 

particularly of brooding corals, to allow them to track suitable habitat in the Anthropocene. 

However, the probability of colonisation and establishment is not only dependent on 

dispersal pathways, but also on a sufficient number of offspring produced to ensure 

successful recruitment. It has recently become apparent that the recruitment of spawning 

corals is particularly sensitive to Allee effects (Hughes et al. 2000, Knowlton 2001, Hughes 

et al. 2019), and a reduction in the number of fertilised propagules would counter small 

benefits in the likelihood of long distance dispersal. This interaction illustrates the challenge 

of predicting future responses to climate change from contemporary patterns that arose 

under different conditions. To best conserve corals in the Anthropocene will require a 

combination different research approaches, including experiments and long-term monitoring, 

and urgent efforts to limit human impacts that affect the number and size of adult colonies, 

and the abundance of fertilised propagules.  
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5  

Synthesis 

 

5.1 Extended discussion 

This thesis has investigated extrinsic and intrinsic factors that influence the biogeography of 

corals with a particular focus on beta diversity and the influence of dispersal.  In this chapter 

I expand upon the results and methodology of the thesis, discussing their broader relevance 

and highlighting promising avenues for further research. I also discuss some potential 

shortcomings of the thesis and make proposals for how to address them.  

 

The influence of dispersal  

The present-day distributions of species are determined to a large degree by differences in 

the historical processes of origination, extinction and dispersal (Jablonski et al. 2006), and 

failing to account for the influence of dispersal can lead to incorrect conclusions about the 

processes generating gradients in diversity (Roy and Goldberg 2007). Jokiel and Martinelli 

(1992), writing on the subject of coral reef biogeography, complained that the role of 

dispersal was not “given adequate consideration before other factors are invoked”, which, in 

light of Roy and Goldberg’s findings, suggests that a number of conclusions made prior to 

that time regarding the generation of diversity gradient may be incorrect. However, the 

development and use of genetic analyses (Ayre and Hughes 2000) and sophisticated 

modelling approaches (e.g. Cowen 2000; Treml et al. 2008) have improved our 

understanding of the role of dispersal. Practical and computational limitations have hindered 

these approaches from being applied at the broadest scales, but the publication of a global 

model of coral connectivity (Wood et al. 2014) provided an ideal opportunity for me to 

explore the disconnect between a strong theoretical rationale for dispersal influencing large-

scale marine biogeography versus limited empirical evidence (Mora et al. 2012, Luiz et al. 

2013, Keith et al. 2013). The inclusion of this mechanistically underpinned model output in 

the analysis presented in Chapter 3 transforms our understanding of broad-scale coral 

biogeography and places dispersal limitation at the forefront of factors that need to be 

considered in ecological analyses and conservation management.  
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That finding led naturally to questions of whether all corals are equally dispersal limited and 

how species level traits could influence the dispersal capacity of corals. Davies et al. (2015) 

showed that genetic isolation-by-distance patterns of two corals species vary across 

Micronesia, which could plausibly result from differing dispersal abilities. Brooding and 

spawning strategies have long been hypothesised to influence the distributions of marine 

species (e.g. Thorsen 1950). Indeed, differences in recruitment patterns (Hughes et al. 

1999) and genetic structure (Ayre and Hughes 2000) suggest that such reproductive modes 

could also affect the large-scale biogeography of corals. Chapter 4 provides evidence in 

support of this hypothesis. Significantly lower beta diversity and turnover in spawners and a 

trend for larger species range size indicate that they experience less dispersal limitation 

relative to brooders. A pelagic spawning strategy also supports the ability of tropical ray-

finned fish to expand their range into temperate regions (Feary et al. 2014), suggesting that 

this trait influences biogeographic patterns across taxa. 

 

Evidence that dispersal limitation structures assemblages is sometimes taken as evidence 

for neutral processes (e.g. Thompson and Townsend 2006). Although Hubbel’s Unified 

Neutral Theory of Biodiversity (2001) has been a hugely influential development in the field 

of ecology, abundant evidence indicates that biological communities are not determined by 

such neutral processes (McGill 2003, Dornelas et al. 2006, Stanley Harpole and Tilman 

2006). The assumption of equal dispersal ability among species may serve as a useful Null 

model, even if it is an assumption that does not reflect reality. The results presented within 

Chapter 3 show that dispersal limitation does indeed structure coral assemblages. That does 

not, however, imply neutrality, and Chapter 4 provides good evidence that dispersal 

limitation depends on species reproductive traits and is not neutral. Hence, intrinsic and 

extrinsic factors interact to determine the dispersal limitation of corals, with both aspects 

ultimately shaping the distributions and assemblage structure of corals.  

 

Beta diversity 

Beta diversity arises due to differences in the co-occurrence of species, determined here 

from the overlap in their ranges. A multitude of factors can plausibly limit a species range, 

but both biotic and abiotic factors are important, with physical factors limiting most species in 

at least some parts of their ranges (Gaston 2003). Biotic interactions can potentially have 

important influences on community assembly and patterns of diversity through processes of 

competition and predation (Adler et al. 2013, Kraft et al. 2015). Though these are unlikely to 
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be dominant factors determining the distributions, and thereby beta diversity, of corals, it 

represents a weakness of this thesis that they have not been considered. One conceivable 

mechanism by which competitive exclusion could impact beta diversity is through limiting the 

expansion of species ranges. The influence of competitive exclusion is not immediately 

apparent when considering coral reefs, given the great diversity that can occur. For instance, 

individual reefs of the Bird’s head peninsula of Indonesian Papua support up to 280 species 

ha-1 (Veron et al. 2009). However, this region is centrally located within the Indo-Pacific 

basin and well connected (Treml and Halpin 2012), and the supply of immigrants may 

overcome competitive exclusion. Elsewhere, where incoming larval supply is more limited, 

the struggle to establish may be more pronounced and the influence of competition greater.  

 

Although there are conceivable mechanisms by which biotic factors impact patterns of beta 

diversity, physical factors appear to dominate over biotic factors, at least over the large 

spatial scales considered in this thesis. Over 40% of the variation can be explained through 

the physical factors identified in Chapter 3 (and c. 80% of variation in the Atlantic). 

Furthermore, it is highly unlikely that we have exhaustively captured the various physical 

processes influencing coral biogeography and, even amongst the factors that we do model, 

we were not able to integrate them into a model where each variable was utilised at its most 

relevant scale. Therefore, the actual contribution of physical factors to coral beta diversity 

may even be greater than documented here. The factors identified ultimately predict the 

location of species range edges. The results from this thesis imply that abiotic factors are the 

dominant factor determining the location of coral range limits, though the specific driver may 

vary between species (Sommer et al. 2018). The important roles of both dispersal limitation 

and reef area also illustrate the continued relevance of MacArthur and Wilson’s Theory of 

Island Biogeography (1967), which has recently been applied to predict beta diversity of 

avifauna on islands (Lu et al. 2019).  

 

Beta diversity decomposition 

Decomposing beta diversity into turnover and nested has proven extremely popular with 

ecologists since first a framework was first proposed (Baselga 2010). Although I only adopt 

this framework in Chapter 4 it is possible to make some predictions for how the physical 

determinants of coral beta diversity from Chapter 3 relate to the processes of turnover and 

nestedness. The most straightforward case is reef area, which is almost certainly primarily 

associated with nestedness patterns (Lomolino et al. 2006). The species area relationship is 
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the best supported pattern in ecology (Rosenweig 1995). Larger areas support more species 

than smaller areas. The reasons for this can include a greater diversity of habitats, as well as 

larger populations which are less vulnerable to extinction compared to smaller populations 

(Rosenweig 1995). Moreover, larger areas receive more immigrants than smaller areas 

(Lomolino, 1990). These various processes contribute to species richness being greater over 

larger areas than smaller areas. Therefore, differences in reef area are likely to be primarily 

associated with differences in richness.  

 

The relationships between environmental conditions or dispersal limitation to turnover and 

nestedness are expected to be more complicated. In both cases, it is likely to be an issue of 

the amount environmental distance or dispersal limitation separating assemblages. For 

example, along an environmental continuum encompassing all of the niches of a taxa, there 

are likely to be both specialists and generalists. At extremes of the environmental continuum, 

specialist species may persist, but the majority of generalists will likely be excluded. A 

comparison of assemblages from both extremes of the continuum will therefore detect high, 

if not complete, turnover. High turnover is also evident when comparing an assemblage from 

extreme environments against one from the centre of the variable’s distribution. However, in 

conditions that are sub-optimal but not extreme some generalists may persist and turnover 

will be reduced relative to a more typical assemblage. Contingent on the number of 

generalists that persist in such a location, and the possibility of their co-occurrence with 

some specialists, a greater or lesser degree of nestedness is expected relative to the 

“typical” assemblage. The “sub-optimal” and the “extremist” assemblage may only be 

separated by a relatively short environmental distance, yet turnover and nestedness relative 

to “typical” assemblages can differ substantially. Nestedness in the “sub-optimal” 

assemblage gives way to turnover in the “extreme” assemblage. Similarly, dispersal 

limitations can conceivably lead to both turnover and nestedness in assemblages. Again, 

nestedness is expected to give way to turnover along gradients of dispersal limitation. 

Intermediate levels of dispersal limitation generate nestedness as species sequentially fail to 

colonise potential habitat (Darlington 1957). Eventually, in the same manner as along 

environmental continua, nestedness patterns give way to turnover when assemblages have 

no species in common. This outcome is also a function of time, with longer time-periods 

acting together with dispersal limitation to promote genetic drift, then speciation, which 

results in turnover. Greater time therefore reduces the distance at which dispersal limitation 

results in turnover. 
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These examples illustrate the challenge of reconciling beta diversity patterns with underlying 

processes. From these hypothetical cases it would seem that turnover would apparently 

dominate at greater distances with nestedness being more important at shorter distances, 

and these are indeed the patterns that we document for corals in Chapter 4. Typically, 

however, turnover dominates nestedness across distance (Wen et al. 2016, Soininen et al. 

2018, Antao et al. 2019). The deviation from the typical pattern documented here could 

result from the use of species range maps which produce errors of commission in species 

occurrences, thereby suppressing turnover. On a single reef, a transect running 

perpendicular to the shoreline would certainly detect turnover in assemblage composition, 

but this biotic variation is not apparent in range map data. Other studies of distance-decay 

relationships have also used coarse distributional data (e.g. Wen et al. 2016). Therefore, 

alternative explanations could relate to specific characteristics of corals (e.g. their generally 

large range sizes) or context specific factors (e.g. the relative, broad-scale environmental 

homogeneity of the tropical Indo-Pacific in comparison to its vast extent) could also 

contribute to the divergence from the standard pattern. 

 

It is worth emphasising that the examples given previously are simplifications, since 

environmental conditions vary along multiple axes, interacting with each other and the 

dispersal landscape. The hyper-dimensionality of environmental space and organisms 

niches (Colwell and Rangel 2009) naturally promotes turnover, since environment can vary 

on all axes simultaneously. Each changing variable compounds compositional change in an 

assemblage and drives it towards complete turnover. Moreover, dispersal is not a 

unidirectional process as conceptualised above, but multidirectional, supporting immigration 

from regions with different evolutionary histories. Clearly, even when considering the 

additional detail that turnover and nestedness provide, observed patterns can result from a 

multitude of processes which are difficult to disentangle. This does have implications for 

Chapter 4, since environmental factors could conceivably generate the observed patterns. It 

would therefore be prudent to examine the distance-decay relationships of brooding and 

spawning corals also with respect to environmental distance. 

 

The Baselga framework (2010) is not without its critics (e.g. Schmera and Podani 2011, 

Almeida-Neto 2012), where the nestedness component in particular has come under focus 

(Almeida-Neto 2012, Carvalho et al. 2013). The suitability of the measure as a component of 

beta diversity is not completely clear. It is acknowledged that it doesn’t capture nestedness 

per se, but rather, dissimilarity derived from nestedness or nestedness resultant dissimilarity 
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(Baselga 2012).  Moreover, the measure is the product of a dissimilarity and a similarity 

component (Baselga 2010), which makes predictions about its behaviour and scaling 

challenging (Soininen et al. 2018, Antao et al. 2019). One thing that is apparent in of 

distance-decay relationships measuring nestedness is a high level of noise (Svenning et al. 

2011, Wen et al. 2015, Antao et al. 2019), which is also the case in Chapter 4. The noisy 

distance-decay of nestedness exhibits some parallels across studies, but it is unclear 

whether this reflects ecological processes or the formulation of the nestedness measure. In 

contrast to previous studies we found that nestedness across distance was best fitted by 

parabolic curves. There are two plausible explanations for why nestedness could behave in 

this way. The first is that many studies will encompass a bounded domain and exhibit a Mid-

Domain Effect (Colwell and Hurtt 1994) with richness therefore peaking at intermediate 

distances. This would naturally generate a parabolic relationship between nestedness and 

distance. The second possibility is that while nestedness may initially increase with extent as 

hypothesised by Soininen et al. (2018), this overlooks the fact that nestedness is by 

construction non-monotonically related to total beta diversity (Carvalho et al. 2013). 

Eventually, across large enough scales, turnover is expected to be complete and as a result 

nestedness must equal zero. Soininen et al. (2018) report that pairwise nestedness patterns 

are invariant to spatial extent. It could be fruitful to revisit this finding in light of the potential 

impact of the non-metric quality of nestedness. 

 

The problem with the strange behaviour of the nestedness index is not only the difficulty 

associated with interpreting it, but also that it leads to erroneous conclusions. For instance, 

Svenning et al. (2011) postulated that declining nestedness with geographic distance is 

consistent with recolonization from outside the study extent. However, given that turnover in 

that dataset sometimes equals one, the more plausible explanation for declining nestedness 

with distance is that an increasing number of sites have no shared species. An index that 

increases monotonically, measuring the process of losing shared species, would be more 

intuitive and may help to reveal ecological processes better than Baselga’s (2010) measure. 

The “percentage relativized nestedness” index purportedly avoids this problem (Podani and 

Schmera 2012), and it may be that exploring distance-decay of assemblages using indices 

other than Baselga’s (2010) nestedness measure proves more useful in uncovering 

ecological processes. 
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Effects of scale  

One major concern with respect to scale in ecological analyses is that the shape of the 

relationship between predictor and dependent variables may change according to scale 

(Scheiner et al. 2000). This is clearly apparent in Chapter 3 where influences of 

environmental factors and reef area respond in opposing directions to changes to the grain 

of analysis. The ways in which scale can influence the analysis of biodiversity are varied, 

affecting both the measurement of biodiversity itself, and putative drivers. This complicates 

biogeographic analyses, and necessitates multi-scale approaches. Despite this clear need, 

multi-scale analyses are the exception rather than the norm (Chase et al. 2018). In Chapter 

2 we used an iterative approach to uncovering the key determinants of coral beta diversity 

across scale that allowed important variables to emerge at their relevant scale. However, an 

optimal model would integrate each variable at its most relevant scale, i.e. SST and reef 

area would be included at 1° and 10° resolution, respectively. One approach for doing so 

may be convolution filtering (Nelson 2001), which could be applied to resample reef area to 

a fine-scale, whilst retaining broad-scale information. This step would still require 

identification of the most relevant scale for each variable. Iterating over large study extents, 

such as those featuring in this thesis, is computationally expensive and other authors may 

prefer to use theory to shortcut this step. However, using fewer steps between the extreme 

grain sizes would also reduce the computational demands and may reveal unexpected 

patterns that resorting to theory could miss. 

 

The influence of scale depends on the choice of the dataset. Both the appropriate dataset 

and the appropriate scale are dictated by the research question & the study organism. 

Therefore, because scale influences biogeographical studies so fundamentally (e.g. Levin 

1992), scale and data should be considered at the outset in the design of new research 

studies to ensure that the data used is suitable and the influence of scale can be 

understood. Below, I elaborate on the interactions between scale and data and discuss how 

the decisions made in this thesis influence the findings. 

 

Spatial grain, together with spatial extent, are critical aspects of scale that determine the 

range and variation of biological and environmental data (Wiens 1989). A study design 

where an inappropriate grain or extent is used could fail to detect important processes due to 

lack of detectable variation. For practical reasons, extent and grain interact. A large extent 

can place computational, cost or time constraints on the minimum grain size. Overly large 
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grain can result in loss of information (Rahbek 2005), therefore, excessively large study 

extents can also limit the variation of the data. Lack of variation due to insufficient extent are 

avoided in this thesis where the smallest extent is the breadth of the tropical Atlantic. 

However the very large extents used also dictated minimum grain sizes that concealed 

environmental and biotic variation by excluding the possibility of finer-grain analyses. Fine-

scale environmental variation in factors including wave exposure, light, and turbidity is 

known to be important in the structuring of local communities (Dollar 1982, Tamir et al. 2019, 

van Woesik and Done 1997). However, such local structuring forces are not detectable in 

this analysis. Temporal scale also influences biogeographic analyses. The environmental 

data used here is an amalgamate of several years of satellite imagery (Tybergein et al. 

2012, Assis et al. 2018) and prohibits the detection of environmental variability that, like fine 

scale variation in environmental conditions, is presumed to be an important determinant of 

coral assemblage composition (Dornelas et al. 2006).  

 

Temporal variation in predictor variables would, nonetheless, not be expected to further out 

understanding of coral biogeography in this case, owing to the use of species range maps as 

the distributional data. Range maps, unless regularly updated, cannot show species 

response to short term phenomena, and even if they are regularly updated, responses would 

only be visible at the edges of the range. In addition to affecting the range and distribution of 

variables through sampling a subset of the available data (extent) or through the process of 

aggregating it (grain), changes in scale influence measures of biodiversity by interacting with 

species abundance patterns and sampling effort (Chase et al. 2018). The use of species 

range maps may initially seem to be inferior to alternatives such as abundance or 

occurrence data, since it necessarily disregards discontinuities within the perimeter of the 

range and results in errors of commission (Hurlbert and White 2005). However, whilst 

abundance data in particular may be more revealing of the niche preferences and 

demographic processes, range map data may be more suitable than other forms of 

distribution data for understanding the dynamics of species ranges (Hortal 2008). Moreover, 

abundance and occurrence data are likely to suffer from uncertainty due to insufficient 

sampling (MacKensie 2005, Hortal 2008). Insufficient sampling is a particular problem for 

corals, given the challenges associated with conducting fieldwork underwater, often by 

scuba diving, and often in isolated locations. Illustrating the under-sampling prevalent for 

most locations and species it has recently been argued that the IUCN red list status for most 

corals should be “data deficient” rather than “threatened” or “near-threatened” (Bridge et al. 

2020). In that context, then, species range maps are a suitable dataset for attempting to 

identify global drivers of beta diversity, despite shrouding the influences of abundance 
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patterns and sampling effects on overall patterns. The decision to use any data set 

represents a trade-off, and in the attempt to identify global drivers of biogeographic patterns, 

the decisions taken here are justifiable, e.g. the loss of detail at fine scales likely doesn’t 

affect our ability to detect the determinants of large-scale coral biogeography (but see Gotelli 

et al. 2010 for local scale processes influencing larger scale pattern). 

 

Although there is an increasing focus on the scaling of beta diversity (Barton et al. 2013, 

Soininen et al. 2018, Antao et al. 2019), studies exploring how putative drivers of beta 

diversity respond to changes in scale are relatively uncommon. Martiny et al. (2011), 

exploring bacterial beta diversity, discovered a pattern that differs notably from that which I 

have documented. In that study, bacteria were dispersal limited on local scales, but at 

regional and continental scales dispersal limitation was not apparent and variation was 

exclusively explained by environmental variables (Martiny et al. 2011). This probably results 

from “scale” having very different meaning for different organisms. A challenge that is yet to 

be resolved is how to identify the “relevant” scale for particular organisms, especially since 

this can differ dramatically for an individual organism across life stages. 

 

Evolutionary considerations 

As discussed previously, evolutionary processes have major impacts on biogeographic 

patterns (Roy and Goldberg 2007), however these processes are largely unaccounted for in 

this thesis. Historically, much of the literature on biodiversity gradients has centered on 

whether they arise from differing rates of origination or extinction, so-called “cradles” and 

“museums” of diversity (e.g. Stebbins 1974, Mittelbach et al. 2007). Today, it is increasingly 

recognized that species ranges are not static (Roy and Goldberg 2007, Huang et al. 2018), 

and range expansions and shifts can have important influences on patterns of diversity. 

Irrespective of how gradients initially arise, limitations to range expansions are essential to 

maintaining them. In that light this thesis can be understood as primarily focusing on the 

processes that maintain beta diversity. However, by not considering evolutionary processes I 

risk promoting the importance of factors that correlate with differences in origination or 

extinction. Until recently, the phylogeny of corals has been poorly resolved, to the extent that 

one clade of the Scleractinian phylogeny was informally known as the “Bigmessidae”. 

However, recent improvements in resolving the phylogeny (e.g. Huang et al. 2011), may 

permit a Phylogeographic approach in future, accounting for these risks. 
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An alternative to the phylogenetic approach is to model origination and extinction processes 

together with factors limiting range expansions. This was the approach of Leprieur et al. 

(2016), who modelled habitat-driven diversification dynamics throughout geological time, 

combining estimates of reef area with distance-based dispersal limitation to generate 

realistic beta diversity patterns. This captures some of the key processes generating 

diversity gradients but risks overlooking other factors influencing the location of range limits. 

When mechanistic and statistical approaches identify the same processes generating an 

observed pattern it provides emphatic support of the findings. That both Chapter 3 and 

Leprieur et al. (2016) highlight reef area and dispersal limitation is reassuring and 

convincing. The results here also emphasise the influence of environmental factors on 

observed outcomes, especially at finer scales.  

 

Differences in origination rates between coral genera have the potential to influence the 

patterns assemblage structure of brooding and spawning corals if this trait is 

phylogenetically conserved. Whilst Kerr et al. (2011) have shown that transitions between 

brooding and spawning occur throughout evolutionary time, a considerable degree of 

conservatism is present and indeed underpins the trait in-filling conducted by McWilliam et 

al. (2018). The fact that transitions between brooding and spawning modes do occur though, 

suggest that reproductive mode confers a selective advantage under specific conditions. 

One likely condition is isolation. The brooding strategy results in rapid settling of larvae and 

appears to promote local abundance and establishment (Keith et al. 2015) at the expense of 

longer-distance dispersal. Lord Howe Island, the world’s most southerly coral reef, receives 

only limited input of larvae from the Great Barrier Reef to the north and abundances of coral 

species there appear to be primarily governed by their local reproductive success. Ocean 

currents at Lord Howe Island are not particularly conducive to self-recruitment (Wood et al. 

2014), typically sweeping larvae offshore. Species with rapidly developing larvae are 

disproportionately represented as a result, with brooders making up a far greater proportion 

of the community than at islands on the Great Barrier Reef (Keith et al. 2015). If isolation and 

local physical processes favour brooding strategies, as appears to be the case, we should 

expect that the transition from brooding to spawning more commonly originates in such 

locations. A species originating in such extreme isolation may not expand its range as 

rapidly as species originating elsewhere, which would imply that differences in the 

biogeography of brooders and spawners can arise from their evolutionary history in addition 

to their capacity from long range dispersal.  
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All ecology is driven by trade-offs (Litchman et al. 2013), and the benefit of improved 

establishment ability in brooders must result in a cost elsewhere. Corals would otherwise all 

eventually exhibit brooding strategies, whereas the opposite is closer to the truth (Baird et al. 

2009). Our hypothesis was that the trade-off was between local abundance and long 

distance dispersal, but plausible alternative explanations exist. One such alternative is that 

long distance dispersal is largely equal among reproductive modes, but that mid-range 

dispersal and abundance is promoted in spawners relative to brooders – such a strategy is 

sub-optimal for spawning corals of Lord Howe Island where no habitat lies downstream, but 

spawners in well-connected habitat may record greater overall abundance. The relative merit 

of each strategy is therefore determined by the habitat mosaic in which the coral is situated. 

Abundance differences interact with inbreeding considerations in determining the relative 

fitness of brooding and spawning strategies. Spawners are expected to suffer less from 

inbreeding relative to brooders which promotes their fitness (Amos et al. 2001). The balance 

of benefits and costs of different trait combinations can be hard to quantify, however their 

consequences define the ecology of all organisms and determine to a large degree the 

abundance or rarity of species and their distributions. In the following section I discuss 

further the benefits and challenges associated with the trait-based approach. 

 

The trait-based approach 

Chapter 4 employed a trait-based approach to understand how organismal properties 

influence biogeography at large. In recent years ecologists have increasingly adopted trait-

based approaches (McGill et al. 2006, Violle et al. 2007) in their attempts to identify general 

laws in ecology (Lawton 1999). One benefit of the trait-based approach is that it can serve to 

reduce the complexity of ecosystems. Instead of considering many different species, the 

trait-based approach considers individuals interacting through a few key traits (Kiørboe et al. 

2018) leading to a mechanistic understanding of organisms and ecosystems. Traits are 

interrelated through life-history trade-offs, and an organism’s particular suite of traits 

determines how it interacts with its abiotic and biotic surroundings (McGill et al. 2006). The 

mechanistic understanding based on key traits that cross taxa also allows for comparisons 

and reveal similarities between systems that have no species in common. For example, 

brooding and spawning reproductive modes are common in marine systems and studying 

their influence in one group can be informative in providing understanding of the ecology of 

another taxonomic group. The differing strategies appear to influence large-scale 

biogeographic patterns in corals, with brooding corals exhibiting greater turnover in 

assemblage composition across space. The trait-based approach allows us to make a priori 
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predictions for how similar types of reproductive strategies will influences assemblage 

structure in other groups. However, cross-taxa generalisations may be challenging (Soininen 

et al. 2018) which perhaps illustrates one of the difficulties of the trait-based approach, 

namely, how to determine traits that are sufficiently specific that they are ecologically 

meaningful, and yet avoiding excessive specificity that they lose their generalisability across 

taxa. Other challenges include accounting for intraspecific variation in traits and the lack of 

trait coverage that exists across many species. For example, the majority of corals are 

functionally heterotrophic, acquiring energy and nutrients both from their photosynthetic 

symbionts and also from zooplankton prey. Whilst many aspects of coral ecology is 

determined by their gross morphology (Madin et al. 2014, Zawada et al. 2019), the interface 

is the coral tissue. This is particularly the case during predation where prey is captured on 

coral tentacles. Despite this, however, little data relates coral soft tissue with other traits (but 

see Precoda et al. 2020). 

 

Corals as a model organism 

Ecological systems are hugely complicated and the value of science lies in identifying 

general principles that apply broadly, thereby reducing this complexity. Therefore, in addition 

to the merits of studying corals for the sake of understanding and conserving them better, it 

is to be hoped that the findings of this thesis have broader relevance. Because of the 

number of other taxa that display similar patterns in diversity, corals represent a useful 

model organism for understanding marine biogeography. Like corals, reef fish, seagrasses, 

mangroves and benthic invertebrates such as bivalves, snails, lobsters, sea urchins, show 

declining richness away from a peak in the Indo-Australian Archipelago (Tittensor et al. 

2010; Paulay, 1990; Roberts et al. 2002; Palumbi 1997). Broadly convergent patterns in 

diversity are likely the product of similar processes acting across these various taxonomic 

groups. The knowledge gained from coral biogeography may therefore apply to these other 

taxa, especially those which possess similar traits. A priori expectations for these organisms 

would be that environmental processes are the primary limiting factors at higher latitudes, 

habitat area will be important to species richness, and that dispersal limitation is a significant 

problem across the breadth of the Indo-Pacific.  

 

The novel finding that coral beta diversity results primarily from dispersal limitation is likely 

relevant to biogeography more broadly. This finding has not been shown previously in the 

absence of a realistic model of dispersal limitation, underlining the importance of developing 
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better tools for estimating and measuring dispersal (Hussey et al. 2015, Kays et al. 2015). 

The use of directional network models has also been shown to improve predictions of 

species composition patterns relative to time-distance models (Carvalho et al. 2015). We 

should not, therefore, disregard the potential influence of dispersal limitation on the basis of 

distance- or time-based analyses alone. Wherever possible ecologists should develop 

models of dispersal that consider ocean-currents, prevailing wind patterns and the 

resistance of the landscape. 

 

There are limits, nonetheless, to the generality of the findings presented here. The vastness 

of the Indo-Pacific basin is unmatched in other biomes and, considering its extent, 

environmental conditions are relatively homogenous in comparison to other ecosystems 

(although boreal forests may be surprisingly similar in these regards). These factors may 

promote the importance of dispersal limitation, which may not necessarily be the primary 

factor in other domains where maximum distances are shorter. There, environmental or 

biotic factors may have stronger effects. This is demonstrated in Chapter 3 where beta 

diversity of Atlantic coral assemblages correlates more strongly with environmental 

conditions than with dispersal limitation. Nonetheless, one of the central findings of this 

thesis is that dispersal limitation is not equivalent to distance. Dispersal limitation results 

from the difficulty of traversing a landscape, which is organism and environment specific. 

Organisms with different life histories than corals are not subject to the same limitations. 

Therefore, even in smaller domains, dispersal history can be a significant problem. The 

dispersal limitation of bacteria over “local scales” (Martiny et al. 2011) reflects that relevant 

scales differ between organisms. Similarly, the capability for significant active dispersal in 

large fish as adults may mean that they are not dispersal limited as corals, even across the 

vastness of the Indo-Pacific. The influences of traits on biogeography are context-dependant 

(Soininen et al. 2018). Therefore, whilst the conclusions of this thesis may well apply more 

broadly, the properties of environment and the specific traits of the taxa in question must 

also be considered. 

 

Management outlook 

There is another sense in which corals can be viewed as a model organism. Coral reefs 

have been described as “the canary in the coal mine” in regards to their sensitivity to global 

warming (Brown and Ogden 1993). Corals may serve as a test case of humanities 

willingness and ability to act to stem climate change and environmental destruction. 
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Documented declines of coral abundance (Hughes et al. 2011) provide a vision of the fate 

likely to befall other organisms and ecosystems in the Anthropocene in the absence of 

dramatic action.  

 

From a management and conservation perspective, the finding that dispersal is an important 

limiting factor for coral distributions is a troubling outcome. This is especially the case since 

corals are notable for their very large range sizes (Hughes et al. 2002) – if corals are 

dispersal limited, then, in the absence of better evidence, the conservative conclusion is that 

many other species are dispersal limited. This finding also presents a significant challenge, 

because dispersal is a process that we have historically struggled to measure. One positive 

finding in this thesis is that we were able to utilise modelled connectivity to predict coral beta 

diversity across a range of scales. Whilst this needs to be verified in other contexts, it 

suggests that dispersal models, once developed, can be scaled to the specific needs of 

managers. 

 

This thesis did not demonstrate the effects of global warming or mass-bleaching on coral 

assemblages since the distribution data are composites of many years of reef surveys 

(Hughes et al. 2013, IUCN 2016) and lack the resolution to discern responses to recent 

climate change. Nonetheless, the results presented reassert the importance of minimising 

nutrient impacts to protect the amount of healthy coral reef. Moreover, these findings 

underline the necessity of doing everything possible to conserve healthy coral reef 

ecosystems over very large-scales. Finally, because corals are dispersal limited, 

establishing and enforcing protection of connected reefs along dispersal pathways will 

support coral in tracking suitable habitat under climate change.  
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5.2 Future directions 

 

This thesis has touched upon several topics which could prove fruitful avenues of future 

research effort. These include theoretical questions related to the measurement of 

biodiversity and biodiversity change, together with more specific questions relating to the 

biogeography and physiology of corals. 

 

Quantification of biodiversity change in space and time. 

This thesis has highlighted the uncertainty around the origin and interpretation of turnover 

and nestedness components of beta diversity. As I acknowledged, these patterns may be 

related to the data type, study design or organismal properties. It would be worthwhile, 

therefpre, to develop a formal framework that makes predictions for how these different 

considerations could be expected to influence beta diversity. Understanding the patterns and 

underlying causes of beta diversity is important both across space but also over time 

(Magurran et al. 2019). Extending exploration of how turnover and nestedness covary in a 

temporal beta diversity framework (Tisseuil et al. 2012) would have useful applications in 

biological monitoring and ecological impact assessments and could take the form of 

temporal-decay relationships (Shimadzu et al. 2015). Although there are unique challenges 

associated with the application of beta diversity to time-series data (Magurran et al. 2019), 

confounding effects of species origination are less of a concern than in spatial beta diversity 

studies. Turnover and nestedness components of beta diversity may be more interpretable 

in a temporal beta diversity framework as a result. Changes in the absolute amount and 

ratios of turnover and nestedness could warn of impending phase-shifts or measure the 

impact and recovery from disturbances. Given the pressing need to document and 

understand biodiversity change, it is essential to extract the maximum information from 

available data sets. Further developing the application of beta diversity in both spatial and 

temporal settings will support these efforts. 

 

The influence of isolation on coral assemblages 

Dispersal is integral to the colonisation of new habitat, but dispersal alone does not ensure 

successful establishment. Therefore, future studies expanding on the findings presented 

here that also consider how traits relating to establishment influence assemblage structure 
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would be particularly relevant to understanding the consequences of anthropogenic change. 

Habitat degradation and periodic mass-bleaching events on coral reefs are causing these 

ecosystems to become more fragmented and more isolated from potential larval sources. 

Whilst a great deal of research has understandably focused on the direct impacts of 

stressors on assemblage structure, we must look further at the effects of increasing isolation, 

which modify the selective pressures on corals and their fitness landscape. Certain traits, 

such as the development rate of larvae (A. Baird Pers. Communication), may be more likely 

to promote persistence in isolation. Identifying and quantifying the relative importance of 

different traits to the success of corals across a continuum of isolation could potentially 

reveal a trajectory of reefs in the Anthropocene.  

 

Of particular interest is the potential mismatch between traits naturally selected under 

bleaching (i.e., winners and losers; Loya et al. 2001), traits that promote persistence in 

isolation, and those that support the tracking of suitable environmental conditions through 

space. For example, the relative abundance of coral species that spawn gametes versus 

corals that brood larvae has shifted substantially on the Great Barrier Reef in response to 

repeated mass bleaching events (Hughes et al. 2019), indicating differential susceptibility to 

current and future conditions. However, evidence from this thesis and evidence from coral 

reef fish (Feary et al. 2014) indicates that a brooding strategy is less suitable for tracking 

suitable climate via range expansion. Yet more evidence suggests that brooding corals are 

better at establishing in isolated locations where ocean currents limit self-recruitment (Keith 

et al. 2015). Considering likely future selection pressures on coral reefs may reveal 

“forbidden” areas of trait-space that are particularly likely to experience reduced fitness and 

abundance. 

 

One example of a trait that could be under selection is more isolated locations is gross 

morphology. Coral reefs are dynamic ecosystems subject to frequent disturbance (Madin et 

al. 2014) and isolation could therefore be expected to select for corals that are particularly 

robust, since these will be less subject to stochastic events. Madin et al. (2014) applied a 

measure of colony shape to predict the annual mortality of different morphologies according 

to their size. Morphologies that suffer lower mortality as they grow would be expected to 

persist better in isolated locations than more fragile morphologies. However, in some fragile 

morphologies, particularly branching morphologies, fragmentation appears to be a important 

mode of asexual reproduction (Smith and Hughes 1999). Fragmentation occurs when parts 

of the coral break off from the larger colony, often as a result of wave stress. These 
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fragments can sometimes reattach to the reef substrate, increasing the abundance of the 

species. Therefore, fragmentation could also be an important mechanism for establishing 

substantial populations in isolated locations. A relationship between mechanical strength and 

persistence of corals on isolated reefs could be expected to demonstrate a U-shaped curve. 

Consequently, future analyses to tease apart how spatial influences such as reef area and 

isolation interact with coral traits to impact assemblage structure will be valuable in 

predicting the consequences of anthropogenic change on corals. 

 

Modelling coral investment strategy to understand niche space and 
physiological tolerance 

Corals display a range a strategies for acquiring energy and nutrients, as described in the 

introduction to this thesis. Photosynthetic zooxanthellate symbionts provide energy-rich 

Carbon compounds to corals tissues, whilst predation of zooplankton delivers both Carbon 

and Nitrogen. The direct uptake of dissolved nutrients provides an alternative source of 

Nitrogen. The ability of a coral to harness these resources and the way in which they are 

subsequently invested is an important determinant of its niche breadth, its growth rate in 

different environments and potentially its tolerance of adverse conditions. The nutrient 

investment strategies of different coral species are of critical relevance in the Anthropocene 

because they ultimately determine the fluxes of, and requirements for, Carbon and Nitrogen. 

One example where human activities chronically distort these fluxes is nutrient enrichment, 

which increases availability of dissolved Nitrogen (Fabricius et al. 2005).  

 

These trophic dynamics may be critical in mediating the response of corals to bleaching 

events. Carbon fluxes are acutely impacted during such events because zooxanthellae are 

expelled from the coral tissue. This loss of carbon-supplying symbionts starves corals of 

their largest energy source and, over extended periods, can be fatal (Anthony et al 2009). 

This process is the key mechanism underlying coral mortality associated with coral 

bleaching events. Interestingly, it appears that the susceptibility of corals to death during 

bleaching can be mediated by increased heterotrophic activity in some species (Grottoli et 

al. 2006, Hughes and Grottoli 2013). Additionally, corals living in highly turbid waters with 

elevated nutrient and plankton concentration have shown reduced bleaching and 

accelerated recovery (Camp et al. 2017). These cases illustrate how niches and traits that 

relate to heterotrophy could be important in determining how well corals are able to 

withstand Anthropogenic change. 
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One way to understand the potential importance of trophic strategies is to model coral 

growth across a range of possible investment strategies. The optimal strategy not only 

depends on the traits of the coral, but also on the biotic and abiotic gradients over which 

corals occur, including light, dissolved nutrients and abundance of zooplankton prey (Tamir 

et al. 2019, Fabricius et al. 2005, Liston 1990). In taking this approach, we can begin to 

develop a mechanistic understanding of how and why coral assemblages differ across 

gradients of depth and nutrients. Even more pressing is the need to understand why the 

outcome (mortality or recovery) for coral colonies differs following bleaching events, 

permitting greater predictions of their response to future climate change.  

 

I propose a model based on an optimisation approach that treats the ideal trophic strategy 

for a coral with a particular morphology in a certain environment as an emergent property 

(Chakrabory et al. 2017). The model describes a single coral colony that acquires Carbon 

through photosynthesis, dissolved Nitrogen through direct uptake, and Carbon and Nitrogen 

through predation. In doing so, it necessarily simplifies the relationship between coral and 

photosynthetic symbionts, essentially treating the zooxanthellae as organelles within coral 

tissue. The overarching model structure is shown in Figure 1. Under the model formulation, 

corals invest in skeletal mass, together with the resource-harvesting traits of photosynthesis, 

predation and direct uptake of nutrients. Performance with respect to the differing traits 

varies according the level of investment in each. Tissue mass, which constrains the 

resource-harvesting traits, is assumed to scale with the skeleton in a manner that varies 

according to morphology. All investments incur direct costs in terms of the construction of 

the necessary machinery, whilst investments in the different resource-harvesting traits also 

incur maintenance costs via elevated respiration.  

 

Following subtraction of these costs from inward fluxes, the optimal investment strategy is 

calculated following Liebig’s law of the minimum (Odum 1971) i.e. whichever is of more 

limited supply (Carbon or Nitrogen) will determine the amount each that is invested in 

biomass, with the remainder being excreted. In other words, some of the non-limiting nutrient 

is wasted since the organism lacks the capacity to utilise it. In this formulation, the optimal 

strategy is one that maximizes the supply of the limiting nutrient, therefore maximising the 

addition of biomass. 
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of the model showing how fluxes of Carbon (blue lines) and 
Nitrogen (yellow lines) are respired and combined to be allocated to structure and resource harvesting 
traits.  

 

Such a model would allow identification of the ideal trophic strategy for a coral with a 

particular morphology under a range of different light, prey and nutrient concentrations. Once 

this has been identified, the model can readily be extended to reveal the Carbon shortfall 

that different corals experience during bleaching by removing symbionts from the model and 

thereby setting Carbon fluxes from this source to zero. As this model is theoretical, it would 

be useful to confront its predictions of trophic strategies with empirical data to determine if 

the mechanisms proposed within the model can plausibly generate observed outcomes. One 

possibility is the use of stable isotope data to quantify the origin of Carbon and Nitrogen in 

coral and zooxanthellae tissues across environmental gradients and through bleaching 

events. An alternative option is to test whether coral species that experience greater 

mortality in response to bleaching events are also those that the model predicts a greater 

carbon shortfall for in the absence of photosynthetic Carbon. 

 

I believe this model could be useful in understanding coral zonation and assemblage 

structure. Perhaps even more importantly, it offers a method to predict the vulnerability of 
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different corals to Anthropogenic change from a few key traits. Models such as this can 

potentially improve the accuracy of projections of coral mortality following bleaching events. 
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